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This is a living document until the adoption of the FrameworkOP comprehensive 
plan. Updates will be at key milestones throughout the planning process. 
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INTRODUCTION
FrameworkOP Public Engagement Summary

Overview
In 2022, the City of Overland Park launched a comprehensive plan update that will consider the 
plan’s alignment with previous planning efforts, known as FrameworkOP. This process is focused on 
engaging the community in a conversation to define how the City can further enhance its policies 
and services. Building on previous planning efforts, the process will leverage community input with 
technical analysis to establish clear recommendations (projects, policies, and programs) for the City 
to implement over the next several decades.

Public engagement is an essential focus of the process, ensuring that everyone has the opportunity 
to share their thoughts, ideas, and insight on Overland Park. Everyone who lives, works, visit, and 
enjoys the City has a unique perspective on what is working well and what could be improved. The 
public was invited to get involved throughout the process with a variety of meetings, presentations, 
workshops, and discussions. This report provides an overview of the various engagement 
opportunities, activities conducted, and results that will help shape the comprehensive plan. 

1
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Engagement Approach
Overland Park means something special to a wide range of people and the comprehensive plan will 
discuss essential community topics. Understanding the importance of engagement, the process set 
out with a goal to ensure that everyone who cares about the future of Overland Park has the choice 
to participate. This meant developing a strategy to create awareness that people in the City were 
invited to share their thoughts and ideas. Using existing City communication, the process website, 
steering committee guidance, and a variety of in-person options; FrameworkOP designed a robust 
plan inviting the community to contribute. Outlined below is the process diagram which provide 
ongoings engagement opportunities that led to three citywide conversations. 

2022 2023

Public 
Engagement

PHASE 2
Establishing
A Foundation

PHASE 3
Evaluating
Possibilities

PHASE 4
Building
The Plan

PHASE 5
Adopting
The Plan

PHASE 1
Launching
The Project

Setting the 
Direction

Fall 2022

Testing 
Scenarios

Spring 2023

Defining the 
Pathway

Fall 2023

Setting a foundation 
for the process 

Analyzing conditions 
and conducting 
technical research

Exploring scenarios 
for future growth 

Identifying specific 
projects, policies, 
and programs

Finalizing the 
direction and 
recommendations
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FRAMING OUR 
FUTURE

Engagement Round One - Fall 2022

Introduction
The first round of engagement focused on the Framing our Future event and offered activities to 
launch the planning process with the community. This round was designed to generate excitement 
about the planning process, introduce the public to the process, and to gather ideas about the 
direction of Overland Park. Beginning with an in-person workshop on October 18th, dozens of 
small group meetings and online activities were completed until December 31st to begin the 
conversation about FrameworkOP. These events gathered feedback from more than 400 people 
and provided the Consultant Team with a fuller understanding of residents’ thoughts, ideas, and 
concerns for the City’s future. 

The responses shared during this round identified several major takeaways that will guide future 
discussion around key components of the comprehensive plan. This was achieved through a variety 
of activities that identified specific places in Overland Park to evaluate and gathered insight on 
topics such as housing, land use, business development, parks and recreation, transportation, and 
infrastructure. These results will help shape the structure of the plan and will be integrated into 
future rounds of public engagement. 

2
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Overview 
The City hosted a one-night event at the Overland Park Convention Center on October 18. This 
event was an opportunity to bring together the entire community for a unique experience. The 
Framing Our Future event oriented the public to the planning process, shared key background 
information, and presented “big picture” questions about the future. Participants sat in groups 
and discussed their responses to the questions together, providing an opportunity for community 
members to connect and share their ideas. 

Additional opportunities to participate in the first round included online 
engagement and a “meeting-in-a-box” technique. Online engagement 
activities were available through the process website, FrameworkOP.org, 
and included all activities available at the community event. More than 
400 community members participated in the first round of engagement. 

Activities 
Each engagement opportunity included the same major components: process introduction and 
engagement activities. The activities were self-guided with staff present at the event for guidance 
and with instructions provided in all formats to help guide participants through the process.

INTRODUCTION 
The Framing Our Future workshop began with a brief presentation introducing participants to 
the purpose of FrameworkOP, the timeline for the process, the connection to ForwardOP, and 
the intent for community engagement. Participants were provided with a one-page fact sheet 
that shared some existing conditions and context about Overland Park. The same information 
was provided in the meeting-in-box and online activities, sharing context about the process and 
community overall. Participants were then asked to complete the activities as outlined. 

ACTIVITY 1: TREASURES AND BARRIERS
The first activity asked individuals to consider two questions 
about the community:

1. What do you treasure or love most about how the City 
supports its community? 

2. What do you think are barriers or challenges for our 
community? 

They were asked to think about their responses and 
provide up to three answers on comment cards. In their 
group, they were asked to share their responses and why 
they selected those to understand what other topics people 
identified. Once complete, they placed their responses onto 
a community banner which displayed all comments received 
so that others could see what was shared. These revealed what the 
community takes pride in or is concerned about for the future and how these should be elevated 
through the comprehensive plan.

400+
TOTAL PARTICIPANTS 
IN THE FIRST ROUND
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ACTIVITY 2: MAPPING OP-PORTUNITIES 
The second activity asked participants to work in their 
group to identify specific locations in the community for 
opportunities. Participants were asked to identify locations 
in the following categories and share comments about 
why they identified these locations:  

 Î Maintain (Preserve or protect)
Places you would like to keep the same or protect 
because of unique features.

 Î Grow (Develop or revitalize)
Places you would like to develop or want to encourage 
revitalization.

 Î Connect (Mobility or transportation)
Places you would like to see more accessible or 
improved for mobility.

 Î Experience (Community or culture)
Places you would like for public events, entertainment, 
or culture.

ACTIVITY 3: EXIT QUESTIONNAIRE 
The final optional activity asked participants to 
complete an exit questionnaire to help inform 
the City about participation. The intent was 
to gather personal information such as 
demographic details, neighborhood or city, 
professional background, and others to 
understand the audience for each event. 
This was then used to identify any missing 
gaps in the community where tailored 
outreach could help get more people 
involved. 

MEETINGS-IN-A-BOX
Meetings-in-a-box provide an opportunity 
for adaptive meetings that included the 
same activities as the in-person event. 
Materials were included for groups of 
up to 12 people to participate who 
may have not been able to attend the 
workshop. 100 meetings-in-a-box were 
provided for community members who 
could conduct meetings with smaller, 
focused groups such as youth groups, 
neighborhood associations, non-profit 
organizations, and more. 
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Treasure and Barrier Takeaways
The following outlines the key takeaways from the treasures and barriers activity that were revealed 
through public engagement. A full list of comments is provided in the appendix. 

Treasures
The following themes emerged from what people treasured or loved most about Overland Park.

1. Community parks, recreation, and open spaces. 
Places like the Arboretum, Deanna Rose Children’s Farmstead, bike path and trail network, 
recreation and sports fields, St. Andrews and Sykes/Lady golf courses, and other natural areas 
throughout the City. 

2. Sense of community through events and engagement. 
Support from neighbors, resources for local businesses, and opportunities to gather around 
celebratory and cultural events that foster a sense of community. 

3. Distinct destinations for entertainment and enjoyment. 
The vibrancy and experiences offered in areas like Downtown, the Johnson County Arts and 
Heritage Center, Museum at Prairiefire, farmer’s market, and other unique venues. 

4. City’s responsiveness to community needs. 
Police and fire response to incidents, neighborhood programs supporting residents, programs 
like OPCares, and the City’s efforts to ensure the community is engaged. 

5. Network of lifelong learning.
Great public school systems and collaborative higher educational institutions like Johnson 
County Community College who provide residents access to learning opportunities. 

Barriers
The following themes emerged from what people see as barriers or challenges for the community.

1. Limited housing diversity and affordability.
Larger housing sizes, specific types of new single and multi-family, and overall higher costs of 
housing provide challenges for people to move or remain within the City. 

2. Car-focused roadway and transit network. 
Wide roadways to cross, long development blocks, unprotected bike lanes, and minimal public 
transit options emphasize the use of personal cars to get between destinations. 

3. Divide among decision makers on approach and policies.
Difficult discussions that lead to unclear results and rationale among City Council, Planning 
Commission, and other decision makers causes concern for the community. 

4. The community’s readiness for change and revitalization. 
Conflicted feelings regarding the types and locations where redevelopment is occurring, 
especially areas that include mixed-use buildings and multi-family.

5. Infrastructure maintenance and improvement. 
Supporting growth while protecting past investments in roadways, stormwater management, 
sidewalks, and other services with proper updates and maintenance. 
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Mapping OP-portunities Takeaways
The following outlines the key takeaways from the mapping activity that were revealed through 
public engagement. A full list of comments is provided in the appendix. 

Maintain
The following places were identified by the 
community as opportunities to keep the same 
or protect because of unique features.

PRIMARY

 Î Downtown
Support the local character of the original 
town center.

 Î Farley & 87th Area
Protect neighborhoods and community 
services such as the library. 

 Î Brookridge Golf Course
Preserve open spaces and improve trail 
connections. 

 Î Sykes / Lady Golf Course
Preserve open spaces and encourage 
community gathering. 

 Î Deanna Rose & Scheels Park 
Soccer Complex
Provide family gathering spaces and 
activities for all ages. 

 Î Arboretum
Enhance natural features and preserve 
community amenities. 

SECONDARY

 Î Corporate Woods trail connections

 Î Johnson County Community College

 Î Northern OP neighborhoods and housing

 Î Deer Creek Golf Couse open spaces

 Î Indian Creek and Tomahawk Creek trails

 Î Neighborhood and community parks 

Grow 
The following places were identified by the 
community as opportunities to develop or 
encourage revitalization.

PRIMARY

 Î Downtown
Encourage vibrancy and entertainment 
throughout the district. 

 Î Oak Park Mall
Reimagine the area that adds goods, 
services, and entertainment. 

 Î Brookridge Golf Course
Explore redevelopment that preserves 
parkland and promotes trail development.

 Î Johnson County Community College
Complement the college with employment 
centers and restaurants, retail, etc. 

 Î Aspiria Area 
Retain existing businesses by attracting 
mixed-use redevelopment. 

 Î US-69 & 151st Area
Encourage development that builds a more 
cohesive character. 

 Î US-69 & 159th / Bluhawk Area
Provide a greater mix of uses such as 
restaurant, retail, and entertainment. 

SECONDARY

 Î Merriam Corridor character

 Î Metcalf & 95th Area housing

 Î Antioch & 95th revitalization 

 Î Corporate Woods mixed-use 

 Î Metcalf & 151st / Stanley Area
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N

AREAS TO MAINTAIN

Interstate

US Highway

State Highway

City Boundary

Planning Area 

Public Comments

Single comment

Multiple comments 

Downtown

Farley & 87th Area

Brookridge Golf Course

Sykes / Lady Golf Course

Deanna Rose & Scheels Park 
Soccer Complex

Arboretum

10

69

435

1

2

3

4

5

6
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N

AREAS TO GROW

Interstate

US Highway

State Highway

City Boundary

Planning Area 

Public Comments

Single comment

Multiple comments 

Downtown

Oak Park Mall

Brookridge Golf Course

Johnson County 

Community College

Aspira Area 

US-69 & 151st Area 

US-69 & 159th / 
Bluhawk Area

10

69

435

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Connect 
The following places were identified by the 
community as opportunities to make more 
accessible or improve for mobility.

PRIMARY

 Î Downtown / Farmer’s Market
Provide a citywide shuttle connecting major 
destinations. 

 Î Metcalf & 95th Area
Improve public transit or provide shuttle 
along Metcalf corridor. 

 Î US-69 & I-435 
Extend pedestrian connections between 
major community destinations. 

 Î Metcalf & College Boulevard
Enhance overall walkability and provide 
transit hub for multiple modes. 

 Î Johnson County Community College
Ensure safe pedestrian connections, 
especially at major intersections. 

 Î Antioch & 159th Area
Support additional sidewalks and pathways 
between businesses and other areas. 

SECONDARY

 Î Metcalf & 135th public transit stop

 Î Metcalf & 119th roundabout 

 Î Aspiria Area local and regional connections

 Î Quivira & I-435 pedestrian connections 

 Î Encourage eV charging stations citywide 

 Î Metcalf corridor bikelanes 

Experience
The following places were identified by the 
community as opportunities for public events, 
entertainment, or culture.

PRIMARY

 Î Downtown
Promote year round public and cultural 
community events. 

 Î Corporate Woods 
Connect trail network and encourage areas 
for gathering like food truck court and 
mixed-use.

 Î Johnson County Community College
Support the performing arts center and 
consider joint community events. 

 Î Aspiria Area 
Maximize redevelopment of the area with 
outdoor amphitheater and venues. 

 Î St. Andrews Golf Club
Maintain golf club and provide 
complementary entertainment nearby. 

 Î Arboretum
Encourage outdoor activities, live music, 
public art, and other community events. 

SECONDARY

 Î US-69 & 151st local business growth

 Î Prairiefire Area 

 Î Brookridge Golf Course 

 Î Health and community centers 

 Î Outdoor recreation in southern OP
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N

AREAS TO CONNECT

Interstate

US Highway

State Highway

City Boundary

Planning Area 

Public Comments

Single comment

Multiple comments 

Downtown / Farmers Market 
(Shuttle)

Metcalf & 95th Shuttle 

or Public Transit

US-69 & I-435 Pedestrian 

Connections

Metcalf & College Walkability

Johnson County 

Community College

Antioch & 159th Walkability

10

69

435

1

2

3

4

5

6
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N

AREAS TO EXPERIENCE

Interstate

US Highway

State Highway

City Boundary

Planning Area 

Public Comments

Single comment

Multiple comments 

Downtown

Corporate Woods 

Johnson County 

Community College

Aspiria Area 

St. Andrews Golf Club

Arboretum

10

69

435

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Who we heard from
The following summarizes demographic information gathered from participants. This reflects the 
results of the 260 completed exit questionnaires which were provided as an optional activity. 

A full list of comments gathered is included in the appendix. Input received 
through engagement has not been modified for grammar or spelling errors.  

What is your age?

50

40

30

20

10

0
1% 2% 7%

15% 13%

26%

35%

19%
13% 14% 13% 13% 13% 16%

<15 years 15-24 years 25-34 years 35-44 years 45-54 years 55-64 years 65 or over years

ParticipantsCity Overall

Pe
rc

en
t

39%
OF PARTICIPANTS 

WERE INVOLVED IN 
FORWARDOP

92%
OF PARTICIPANTS 

LIVE IN 
OVERLAND PARK

70%
OF PARTICIPANTS 

OWN A HOME, THREE 
PERCENT RENT

100%
OF PARTICIPANTS 

FELT COMFORTABLE 
SHARING 

51%
OF PARTICIPANTS 
HAVE LIVED HERE 

20+ YEARS

Which racial or ethnicity group do you most closely identify with? Are you hispanic or latinx?

100

90

80

70

60

50

40

30

20

10

0
5% 2%

87%

3%2%
5%9% 5%

81%

7%4% 2%

Asian Black / African American White / Caucasian Hispanic / LatinxTwo or more races Other

Pe
rc

en
t

Participants

City Overall

Participants

City Overall
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3

TESTING 
SCENARIOS

Engagement Round Two - Spring 2023

Future Section
This section will be updated at a future milestone in the planning process. 
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4

DEFINING THE 
PATHWAY
Engagement Round Three - Fall 2023

Future Section
This section will be updated at a future milestone in the planning process. 
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APPENDIX
All Public Engagement Input

Round One Input
The following section includes a full list of comments gathered during the first round of 
engagement. Input received has not been modified for grammar or spelling errors. 



Activity 1: Treasures and Barriers

ID What do you treasure or love about how the city supports its community?

1 Old downtown OP
2 Arboretum
3 Downtown OP. Love the farmer's market.
4 Public education- excellent schools
5 Arboretum
6 DeAnna Rose
7 DeAnna Rose, lack of crime
8 DeAnna Rose
9 Downtown Overland Park is the best place to go 

10 The city has some good parks and trails
11 Arboretum
12 The Schools are good
13 Trail systems (walking, biking)
14 DeAnna Rose farmstead
15 Downtown Overland Park, Farmer's market
16 Deanna Rose farm/arboretum
17 Farmer's market
18 Schools + neighborhood safe for kids
19 Schools 
20 Deanna Rose
21 Safe
22 Downtown is the only super special and lovable part about OP
23 Parks- lots of goof improvements to the parks over  the past few years
24 Schools are a treasure
25 Great public schools
26 Downtown OP- good charactre, diversity, choices
27 Biking trails, School district, Deanna rose, JCCC
28 Violins spaces for instruments, hen house
29 Farmers market
30 Schools
31 Farmers market, parks and golf
32 Arboretum, OP soccer, Deanna Rose
33 Deanna Rose Farmstead so accessible for kids, low-cost, unique
34 Farmer's market + revitilization of downtown, new places to eat, have entertainment
35 I love the fall festivital and other community events
36 Ability to source goods and services locally. Diverse restaurants
37 Love the walking trails- city parks takes good care of them
38 Educational focus from schools to museums to sports centers. 
39 walking trails
40 city supports museums, parks, schools

41 Residents have sense of community, look out for each other, care about each other /property.

42 Parks, trails, connecting to other cities. Green space/landscaping along built environment
43 City services (snow plow, code enforcement, responsive police + fire

FrameworkOP Page 1 of 71 Round One: Framing our Future



Activity 1: Treasures and Barriers

ID What do you treasure or love about how the city supports its community?

44 Close amenities I can walk to
45 Excellent city planning, a history of political cooperation and qaulkity leadership
46 The quality of infrastructure and development in general- first class!
47 Metcalf- get to anything
48 The city has always been safe, family friendly
49 Quality schools. Great roads, easy to get to freeways, snowplows
50 Consistent and varied public communication 
51 The number of parks- we need green space to connect with nature + each other outside
52 Takes care of the local parks + encourage's plenty of trees/bushes + greenery
53 Safety, trails, clean streets, friendliness

54
We have good communications but it could grow/ be better public / we don’t know what we don’t 
know.. 

55 I would love to see the citry spend money more judiciously 
56 Overland Park is a safe place to live and raise a family- strong police department

57
Small diverse restaurants easy to get around. Prairie fire museum environment- green spaces local 
goods and services

58 Bike trails
59 Great Schools
60 Deanna rose/arboretum, trails. Police/fire safety
61 Farmers market, parks, schools, access to KC, MO, trees. 
62 Security + safety not only police, fire but also health, aging, etc
63 Developing bike lanes, making exercise + access to bike trails more possible
64 Takes pride in its students + schools, events + pulls pride from their accomplishments.
65 City supportsits downtown area
66 City supports mental health
67 Ability to drive mindful prosperity and change
68 City staff responsive to citizens who have or want to present to council
69 Engaged public officials and services (police, fire)
70 Exposure to other cultures, ex. Annual japanese festival held at JCCC
71 Investment in health + human services + minor home repair
72 I am glad that arts + heritage was created from a building no longer in use
73 Multiple majorly developed city center concept areas- fun and walkable
74 Well-developed thoroughfares trail system and interconncetions with other cities' trails
75 Centers (Downtown + farmers market)
76 Schools soccer complex, bike lanes + streamway trails
77 Specialty + international foods
78 Caters to all types of living, housing
79 Ted Lasso and his kindness (and Jason + Paul Rudd and their kindness)
80 Parks, trees, green space, trails- accessible throughout the city
81 I love the active attempt to diversify OP
82 Soccer complex, Deaana Rose, community college
83 Deaana rose, farmstead, arboretum, farmer's market
84 Schools, quality of education facilities
85 The downtown (santa fe) is awesome for its shops, restaurants etc.

FrameworkOP Page 2 of 71 Round One: Framing our Future



Activity 1: Treasures and Barriers

ID What do you treasure or love about how the city supports its community?

86 City government open and transparent
87 The farmers market by far is one of the few genuine community gathering places
88 Parks, city services
89 schools
90 I love how the city tries to be transparent about what it is doing
91 The various things at parks, parades, etc
92 The city works collaboratively with the business community to build a vibrant economy
93 Entertainment and fun, parks, arboretum
94 Farmers market, fall festivities, parks, soccer complex, farmstead
95 asking for input from all citizens and people who work in OP. Ease of travel and mobility

96 I love how the city tries to create community spaces like downtown OP, farmstead, schools

97 Great neighborhoods, roads, Deanna Rose, Farmstead, Arboretum

98 The city supports community assets that are valued by residents and makes us more attractive

99 The arboretum, Downtown OP, BV rec ball fields/ soccer complex
100 Strong hall + thompson park are amazing
101 Parks, good shops like DT OP and new housing. More vibrant
102 I have always found it easy to get involved with the city 

103 Celebrates the city with events like the fall festivalm farmer's market, cultural festivals etc.

104 Clean streets + neighbors with well maintained properties
105 Infrastructure- streets, stoplights etc. Express south OP bus
106 Overland Park is clean and well maintained- a great place to show off to visitors
107 Interurban lofts
108 Affordable community centers/activities
109 Libraries
110 Gret bike + hike paths
111 Low population density
112 Family oriented, OP farmers market! Downtown OP
113 Affordable housing for all
114 Friendliness, Closeknit neighborhoods
115 Support local businesses and foster community opportunities for them to grow

116
I love the outdoor feel of biking, different shops, clean and always feels fresh and new, I feel safe less 
than 10 mins

117 Recreational opportunities and venues. Family friendly, community centers, farmers market

118 amenities, parks
119 Community engagement
120 Green spaces, parks and improvements in parks and all inclusive park
121 Funding our schools and investing in our future

122 Maintenance and repair- not only roads but also encouraging owners to do variety in design
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Activity 1: Treasures and Barriers

ID What do you treasure or love about how the city supports its community?

123
I treasure the community feel of small businesses and neighborly feel. The new developments and 
walkability

124 Trail system, Arboretum
125 OP has top schools
126 I love DTOP. It is vibrant and alive all the time

127 Variation of housing neighborhoods and house sizes and apartments- options for more people

128 Tomohawk ridge, community centers
129 Great infrastructure, police, planning, outside businesses want to locate here
130 Cleanliness, street layout
131 Parks and gathering space for kids

132
Community centers, greenspace, parks, trails, common places, decent zoning that encourages variety. 
Collaboration with neighbor cities

133
So many different opportunities of jobs and activities for children and families to do. The quality of 
educational support

134 Parks, greenway linkages, places for community gathering
135 Easy access to roads, schools, trails, clean parks
136 Police, parks, trail system, public schools,
137 Good public schools, JCCC
138 Steet trees
139 Deanna rose farmstead
140 Tomohawk creek trail

141 A preference for single family housing-high density housing will add to traffic which is a problem

142 Mid-century architecure signange
143 fall festival
144 Beautiful parks, streets, sidewalks
145 First responders
146 growing and changing parks system and trails
147 sense of neighborhood friendliness
148 Diverse property opportunities, schools, property values
149 Parks and cultural events
150 Downtown OP, strong hall
151 Recreation- community centers, parks/trails, pools
152 We have plenty of retail and restaurants. Lets not add more until labor issue is addressed
153 urban trees, native prairie plantings
154 Parks and city areas are well maintained. Staff is responsive
155 Location to freeway, housing
156 For as big as the city has gotten, it still tends to have a small town feel
157 green spaces, farmers market, cultural events, schools
158 Safety- law enforcement
159 Opportunities such as this to get involved
160 Community events
161 I love the community festivals, city cleanliness
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Activity 1: Treasures and Barriers

ID What do you treasure or love about how the city supports its community?

162 Safe community, Police
163 Downtown OP greenways, parks, arboretum, neighborhoods
164 Deanna rose, parks, farmers market
165 Amenities that add to quality of life + attract business
166 Deanna rose
167 Parks and outdoor spaces including arboretum and farmstead
168 musiciabs who form groups and offer free concerts
169 Arboretum, greenways
170 Deanna rose farmstead, OP arboretum
171 Quality of city staff + services
172 How clean the streets are. Parks
173 Great quality of life, schools, parks, safety
174 Sound government
175 I love the environmental amenities, trails, trees, parks
176 Diversity of offerings for families

177 The city actively works with community members to gain insight on issues important to the residents

178 Fire departments + emergency response
179 Schools- my two kids went through blue valley
180 A unique old downtown area and farmers market

181 It feels safe and comfortable (not currently suffering too much crime and homeless camps)

182 Easy to get around by car
183 Neighborhoods, downbtown
184 Arboretum
185 Communication from the city
186 Parks, rec, bike paths
187 Loce how parks are connected by long trails
188 Good schools, both k-12 + higher ed
189 Improvements to city parks
190 Arts + heritage center
191 City wants to engage its citizens
192 zoning
193 infrastructure maintenance
194 business park/city centers
195 Farmers market, mized-uses, diverse housing
196 Local businesses
197 Cleanliness, parks, trees
198 Streamway trail system, bike path
199 Growth, enployment opportunities
200 Low crime rate, diversity, walking trails
201 Parks and greenspace
202 OP cares- city requests
203 Good schools, road maintenance, police, environment advisory committee
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Activity 1: Treasures and Barriers

ID What do you treasure or love about how the city supports its community?

204 Arboretum + farmstead. Thompson park and community centers

205
I love the trajectory that downtown OP is taking in terms of development. Especially as it relates to 
thompson park and the farmers market

206 Op city market
207 good neighborhoods
208 Commitment to parks and trails, active transportation
209 Deanna rose- farmstead
210 Quality parks and rec facilities
211 park improvements
212 Parks staff responsiveness
213 Parks- green spaces, trails, bike paths
214 Public events and local programs
215 Parks and public spaces
216 Retail, dining, events centers
217 high quality housing options
218 The walking and bike trails, parks, roads
219 Downtown OP, farmers market, walkability
220 NEC program
221 growth in the city
222 Deanna rose farmstead, JCCC, fire+police
223 Attention to environmental needs
224 parks are well places and maintained
225 Sense of community, parades/festivals. Farmers marker, art activities

226
The city offers citizens opportunities to participate in governance through boards, city council 
meetings, streaming and input meetings

227 trying to look into the future for next generations

228 Amenities! I think we have 1st rate amenities like parks and walking trails. Arboretum, Deanna rose

229 Good fiscal management
230 Infrastructure, city market
231 Community activities for families
232 Traffic that flows
233 Strong schools, downtown OP
234 there is a big focus on the core of downtown
235 Community activities (farmers market, concerts)
236 Schools, community around schools
237 arts and education- JCCC, deanna rose, prairie fire museum, safety/police/fire
238 Location of parks, sports facilities
239 Newsletters- good for updates
240 Pools, parks, community centers
241 The police department/fire/ public works. Snow removal, maintenance of streets
242 Farmers market
243 Development of gathering places, shared public spaces
244 Art events
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Activity 1: Treasures and Barriers

ID What do you treasure or love about how the city supports its community?

245 Good city services- road repair, snow removal etc
246 Streets better than in MO
247 Providing family oriented activities. Parks, trails etc.
248 Good shopping
249 proximity to old OP merchants, schools, diverse neighborhood
250 educational opportunities at all levels
251 mix of residential, commercial. Schools
252 School system
253 Open spaces throughout the community. Different amenities
254 Reinvestment in parks, trails
255 Employers who bring in business to the area
256 Athletic complexes, arboretum, farmers market
257 Community centers, parks and gyms
258 Communication newsletters, websites
259 Trails, biking, walking, parks, Deanna Rose
260 Centers of activity ie. Downtown Overland Park
261 Infrastructure
262 Parks and rec. Athletic fields and programs. Golf courses
263 Good Schools
264 parks and community centers
265 Community centers
266 Partnerships with public school districts
267 Investment in transportation infrastructure and consideration for all modes/vehicles
268 Transportation options, scooters, bikes
269 good schools
270 Where natural/walkable bikeable paths connect businesses and residences together
271 I love the arboretum and outdoor spaces
272 Great city staff

273 Downtown OP amenties like shops, restaurants, parks, farmers market, public art, Rio Theater

274 Parks and rec, programming
275 City staff is helpful
276 Downtown OP festivals, parades, farmers market
277 Parks, biking/walking trail, good roads, schools
278 Low crime (good police dept.), great single family dwellings-great neighborhoods
279 Accessible city government services for all age groups. Code enforcement
280 Farmers market
281 Plenty outdoor actvities- bike paths, parks, festivals, golf
282 smart growth
283 Great schools, neighborhoods
284 Commercial offices location, planning
285 Upkeep on raods and trails

286
The strong single-family housing neighborhoods provide a backbone of stability for the community. 
Glad there is a residential rental licensing program. 
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Activity 1: Treasures and Barriers

ID What do you treasure or love about how the city supports its community?

287 Arboretum, protecting the environment
288 Orchestra/band
289 Diverse areas of the city. Sense of novelty
290 Strong leadership, forward looking/well planned ties to business community
291 Enough greensapce along the main streets
292 School improvements and new construction of school buildings
293 Well maintained infrastructure systems (roads and bridges)
294 Recycling center/services
295 Farmers market
296 Police force
297 Encourage engagemetn with citizens 
298 Adapting technology to provide knowledge and transparency
299 Development of downtown and farmers market arboretum, Deanna Rose
300 Amazing community college, good choices for schools
301 Convention center
302 Bike trails
303 Deanna Rose farmstead, amphitheater
304 Diversity, cultures
305 Employment Opportunities
306 Deanna Rose
307 Growing diversity
308 Old downtown + farmer's market
309 The city's public works efforts are well received (snow, trash removal etc)
310 Large-item pickup /year
311 Strong neighborhoods
312 Public works, parks and rec, landscaping
313 Schools, soccer complex, walking paths, skate park
314 Park areas
315 City parks, playground splashpad areas

316
Variety of options in parks, shopping, business, entertainment. Programming like farmers market, 
arboretum, farmstead. 

317 Great schools
318 Downtown OP
319 Excellent City services and staff
320 Residents' strong sense of ownership, low crime, farmers market
321 Great city staff
322 Arts, history museums
323 Good schools, ability to communicate with OP staff

324
Shopping districts across the city, downtown OP, smart developments and businesses. Friendly 
environment

325 Convention center, low crime rate
326 Parks
327 great staff, council and mayor
328 Increasingly embracing multimodal transportation/infrastructure
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Activity 1: Treasures and Barriers

ID What do you treasure or love about how the city supports its community?

329 Community gathering zones such as parks. Farmers market
330 Place making, events, parks
331 Public amenities like trash/recycling
332 Parks and walking trails
333 City is kept clean. Low crime rate. Parks and arboretum
334 Development of Downtown OP. Lots of young people and new businesses
335 City staff and elected officials
336 OP Orchestra, farmers market, parks, arboretum
337 Trails, arboretum, farmstead, schools, soccer complex
338 The communicationo aspects. The parks/ green space, trails
339 I feel safe in my home and while traveling around town
340 Parks, Cleanliness, Community participation
341 Leadership in government. Fire/police. Development. City staff
342 Preschool, K-12 school system. Landscaping, planning/zoning. Large trash pickup
343 Safety. Police
344 The city seems to be receptive of its growing diversity
345 Infill development
346 Safety, landmarks
347 Amenities- Soccer/golf. Deanna Rose. Arboretum. Good infrastructure
348 Well maintained streets. Responsive city staff. Communication
349 Beautified the city parks
350 Parks improvements
351 Public golf-courses. Fire+police. Shopping and restaurants
352 City is usually very clean and well maintained
353 Festivals
354 Sense of neighborhood 
355 Trail and park system
356 Very good neighborhood
357 The housing prices
358 Recreation opportunities
359 Parks improvements. Inclusivity
360 Public works focus on roads and curbs
361 Parks investments. Improvements. New parks, trail system
362 Great Parks and recreation.
363 Great Parks and recreation.
364 It is a clean well maintained place where small businesses can thrive.
365 Our parks and green spaces, our schools, and our approachability.

366
trail systems, sidewalk/bike paths on both sides of major streets.  Cleanliness of streets and parks. 
Farmer's Market,

367 The amount of people that participate in making the city great.

368
That Overland Park has not become the dumpster fire, yet, that Kansas City, MO has. Let's keep it that 
way.

369
That Overland Park has not become the dumpster fire, yet, that Kansas City, MO has. Let's keep it that 
way.
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Activity 1: Treasures and Barriers

ID What do you treasure or love about how the city supports its community?

370
How Overland Park is the premier city in the region. I get angry when people, mostly those from 
outside the area, come in and try to change it.

371 Stop allowing high density residential buildings

372
Open to changing lifestyles like living, housing, shopping. Not stuck in the past. Want to design the city 
of the future. Forward thinking.

373 The City generally supports citizens by access to parks, educational and recreation opportunities.

374
Supporting business, endorsing quality education, providing public safety and setting high standards for 
cleanliness/appearance.

375 Bike trails, single family housing, schools, parks, and neighbors.

376
I love the focus on family and living in a safe community. Being able to spend time outdoors enjoying 
nature and exercising, especially on the bike/hike trails and at Deanna Rose.

377
The fact old Overland Park remains an important part of the development.  That it remains in tact and 
respected but modernized to keep up with bigger city neighborhoods

378 Getting citizen input for developing of the future city of op.
379 The development of Old OP, the pars and Diana Rose are my favorites.
380 I love the things there are for kids to do. (Pools, parks, trails, etc)
381 the many miles of bike / hike trails.

382
Affordable/low taxes. Excellent staff that manages the city well. Excellent dining, biking, shopping, 
education and health facilities.

383 I love the many parks and trails in the community!
384 the community centers

385 The community seems to really try to create opportunities for families and to build up the community.

386

Well, I used to love my community.  Not so much anymore.  Traffic has become insane.  I used to love 
going to the Farmer's Market, but now I can't find a place to park, so I avoid Downtown OP.  It's not 
worth trying to go there.  Too many high rise apartments have changed the look and feel of our city.  It 
doesn't feel "neighborly" any more.  I have been looking to move out of OP, which is unfortunate, I 
have been here 25 years.

387

I treasure the lifestyle of suburban KC.  That means we keep the majority of the housing and new 
housing development as single home structures.  That the county is safe, that means our crime rate is 
0.1 % ranking across the US.  If that cost more by having more police (okay).  That means we have 
laws/ policies that keep our crime rate down.  We develop business environment that helps current 
and new residents to work, live (schools/housing), and play in the same county.

388

That OP is business-friendly
That OP is forward thinking and has a future plan
That OP values education and public safety
That OP has the amenities of a big city but keeps it feeling small
That OP feels clean and neat

389
Investing in shared resources like the Scheels soccer complex and the Deanna Rose farmstead that give 
families entertainment and enrichment opportunities for accessible costs.
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Activity 1: Treasures and Barriers

ID What do you treasure or love about how the city supports its community?

390

I have lived in OP for 32 years and I don't feel that it's going in the right direction. Money interest by 
politicians has been put above what's truly good for our city. Way too many apartments being 
developed causing way too much traffic congestion and litter going on along the highways in addition 
to over crowding schools etc. There are way too many fast food junk restaurants that are not healthy 
for anyone. Give incentives to better quality cafes and other non chain restaurants some of which can 
allow dogs. Build an area with good quality restaurants along with stores that the street is closed off 
for walking only. When I go to other states that have areas with this they are always busy and 
wonderful to walk around shop eat and talk to others. Bring in individuality instead of all the same old 
JUNK  restaurants and stores! Leave the green space alone every inch does not need more concrete. 
Do more to help our environment and all the animals butterfly's etc that need help everywhere! We 
have good things here but the last 10 years it's going in the wrong direction as stated above!

391
The City is very responsive to the needs of us and our community.  I only wish we could accelerate the 
ramping-up the filling of vacant positions within our Police Department.

392
I love the latest Stoll Park enhancements.  I wish you listened to residents about chip seal.  Too rough 
for biking.

393
Our roads are always in good repair.  The OP Parks are well maintained, along with the Deanna Rose 
Farmstead and Arboretum.

394
The Overland Park Police Department does a great job but we need more officers! With crime rates 
rising across the country and an infiltration of crime coming from across the state line, more officers, 
the better.

395 The maintenance of infrastructure, parks, and services
396 I appreciate the parks, libraries and walk/bike trails.

397
Parks & park activities, Deanna Rose, streets built to deal with the traffic (although toll road on 69 
penalizes the poor and rewards the rich - shameful), excellent police and fire protection.

398 Clean.  Safe.

399
How much the city has grown and evolved for young families to thrive. Through diverse and fun food 
experiences to inclusive playgrounds. Overland Park seems to be considering all of the community 
when thinking through new projects

400
I treasure our community, the public realm, our traditions, our amenities, and the things that make 
Overland Park unique like our arboretum and Farmstead and our Farmer's market. I love our parks and 
I love our small business community

401 I love the focus on community - parks, trails, bike paths, events & activities

402

Our city has drastically changed with all the apartments and same old strip mall stores everywhere, 
causing congestion and trash in addition to people who don't want to work but just live off the 
government! The city used to be smaller and more caring and personal people who were always 
friendly and helpful that has changed. Stop putting in more apartments just for the tax dollar and 
money payoffs please we have too many apartments already!

403
The downtown area and Farmer's market. The diversity of houses and large trees in older 
neighborhoods. The thriving retail sector and good schools.

404 Safety
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Activity 1: Treasures and Barriers

ID What do you treasure or love about how the city supports its community?

405 I love the green spaces.  I love the Farmers Market, old downtown OP, Deanna Rose Farmstead.

406
I like that that tradition is honored in places like Downtown Overland Park, plus that new 
developments are encouraged there and south of I-435 as well.

407 The two golf courses, St Andrews and Sykes Lady.

408

Overland Park does a fairly consciencious job of "upkeep", including older communities.  Subsequently, 
those areas retain a decent property value and do not fall too far into disrepair and decay.  As a result, 
there is a sense of civic pride and respect which is reflected in personal accountability, lower than 
average crime, and continued support for outstanding public education.

409
I love the bike trails.  I appreciate the ability to be heard by the leadership of the community.  I 
appreciate the opportunity to participate in the community committees that I am passionate about.  I 
appreciate the safety, educational values of Overland Park.

410
the schools which are generally excellent, the ease of community participation in committees of 
interest, the beauty of the trails

411
So many things...Parks & Rec top the list. The bike trails, parks, playgrounds, pools (please, please 
reopen Bluejacket pool next summer!), Deanna Rose, the Arboretum are all treasures!

412 The city does a nice job providing parks for our kids that are safe and clean

413
Great schools, abundant green space and trails, easy and plentiful access to healthcare, family-friendly 
community.

414
Supports older and newer neighborhoods and plans growth in a way that takes stakeholders view into 
account

415 The OP farmers market! It's so lovely every weekend to shop and buy from local vendors
416 Incredible Deana Rose and Arboredum

417

I'm not feeling much love or support. I believe that city services have diminished in the past several 
years. I'm irritated in the city's continued reliance on it's citizens paying sales and property taxes as the 
main income sources, especially while the city continues to give TIF and other tax incentives to 
developers to disrupt the true treasures of neighborhoods. Over annexation has resulted in city leaders 
being more concerned about developing newly acquired property while northern OP slowly crumbles. 
Apparently, city leaders have no appreciation for what were once unique shopping areas and family 
neighborhoods as redevelopment and development of green space in northern OP are eliminating 
what made these areas inviting.

418 Our streams, trails, and natural spaces.

419
I used to love downtown Overland Park and the quaint and home town feel. It's been overrun with new 
development and unfortunately, that seems to be what is in the future of this city.

420 The Parks and trails

421

I love the "Park" in Overland Park.  Every new development and construction project should require a 
dedicated component of open space. We need to limit the erosion of open spaces - example, the Sprint 
campus.  Every building project that significantly changes the current use of land areas greater than 10 
acres should require council approval - example, Deer Creek golf course
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Activity 1: Treasures and Barriers

ID What do you treasure or love about how the city supports its community?

422 farmer's markets, parks

423

I really love the trails in Overland Park. Some are well maintained, and some are very neglected. The 
trail at Valleybrooke park is very neglected. I would call it the forgotten trail. This trail begins at Quivira 
just south of I435 and travels a short distance to Neiman Rd, where it ends. There is always an 
abundance of trash, downed trees (often crossing the trail), leftover orange cones and sandbags 
(placed there by city workers and not picked up after work in the area has been "completed") and 
unkept blacktop. The city has been contacted by me and other neighbors on many occasions. The same 
response is always given, "please be patient". I personally have contacted the city 4 or 5 times over the 
past year, and nothing has been done. Neighbors have resorted to removing fallen limbs and picking up 
trash.

424 I love the parks, and the trails.  The Farmstead is a treasure my family has enjoyed since the â€˜70's

425

Neighborhood programs, at least the potential for participation in NEC events and programs as simple 
as neighborhood cookouts, block parties, etc. 

I also treasure options like the farmers market (in downtown OP)

426
Deanna Rose. Its affordable and it seems like there is something new every year. Though kids 
eventually grow out of it, it is perfect for the right age group

427 Overland Park has been a traditionally comfortable, secure, attractive city in which to live.
428 feeling of saftey

429

I love the Farmstead.  I see our city constantly throw up roadblocks to improve the Farmstead 
experience.  There are countless groups of artisans or crafts people who would live to share their 
talents for a day or activity at the Farmstead and other places.  Instead they are told it is not approved 
by the city for the year.  Our city just wants to charge people more money, not allow one or two 
volunteers to give of their time to demonstrate for the kids.  
The same at the arboretum.  The new lazy manager doesn't even want to expand or support the 
current activities  much less do anything new and Innovative.  Where do we get these lazy unmotivated 
city workers.
The fall festival is a perfect example of how the city has cut the community out.  It forces the booths 
farther apart, so we the people who pay for the park don't destroy it.  Isn't that what we pay for to use 
a park by ALL city taxpayers, not keep it perfect for the chosen few who live there.  So what if some 
lazy city employee has to repair it after a citywide activity.  I dont even go downtown old overland Park 
anymore.  There is  Zero parking by design and nothing worth attending.  When you took out the 
parade and forced the booths on concrete you lost the appeal.  Plus what is the deal with expensive 
useless puppets at the Farmstead on the Night of the Living Farmstead nights.  The dragon and large 
dancing pullet were more then enough.  The rest were ok but i didnt see the point.

430 Our park and trail system!

431
I treasure the community of excellent planning. I also appreciate the ability to have houses not 
apartments in our purview. 
I also like the amenities of sports areas for the kids.

432 The Indian Creek Trail System
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Activity 1: Treasures and Barriers

ID What do you treasure or love about how the city supports its community?

433 The lack of crime.  The beauty. The cleanliness.

434

- Police Dept and Fire services
- Parks and recreation facilities
- Restaurants and shopping
- Family lifestyle and family friendly
- Churches throughout the community
- Deanna Rose

435
I appreciate the parks and recreation areas along with the walking trails.  I enjoy the sense of 
community here.  I like that new businesses such as restaurants come here quickly.

436 I like the outdoor spaces and parks.

437
Old downtown is a great asset. Keeping that area accessible and one or two stories max would be my 
input

438 the once thought of superior schools systems
439 the location of our home

440
I love the trails and parks that we have as well as Deanna Rose Farm and the downtown shopping and 
restaurants.

441
I love all the following:  The Overland Park market and old town.   Blue Valley schools and the 
recreation facilities.   The police and safety of the community.   The city parks like I-Lan park.

442
the (shaded) hiking/biking trail system, the undeveloped urban forest/greenspace (drove our choice of 
neighborhood near Corporate Woods) and abundance of parks/greenspace

443 The trails and parks.
444 Downtown Overland Park and the events hosted there

445

I have been asking for assistance with speeding and reckless driving on Quivira south of 159th st and 
164th intersection. I have spoken at city council meeting, talked to city engineer and called police 
department on numerous occasions. Police have come out several times but usually when traffic is 
lightest part of day. Probably no response to this but I have tried.

446
the parks. prompt snow plowing. cleanliness of street. the public schools. appreciation of home values 
with reasonable restraint on raising property taxes.

447 When I sign into OPCARES and let the city know about an issue, they respond quickly.

448
Schools, parks, libraries, restaurants.
The way you have kept the older parts of the city, such as downtown updated.  Also along Metcalf.

449 The bike path network

450
City services are overall very good where I would like to see improvements is in communication. For 
example, if I file a codes case through OPCares, it is impossible to see the status or resolution of the 
case. All I get is an email that it was closed, not what was done.

451 The schools, the parks, the access to business and restaurants!
452 Nothing but neighbors
453 Sorry, I don't have anything positive to say about this.
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Activity 1: Treasures and Barriers

ID What do you treasure or love about how the city supports its community?

454

I love that the full residential locations are planned to include sidewalks, parks, well maintained 
roadways. There is also a sense of pride in residences that makes people really want to keep the 
neighborhoods in great shape. I also treasure the mix of local eateries and would prefer that less 
national franchises be allowed.

455 The nature, and open areas
456 The parks system
457 the number of parks.
458 The wide range of entertainment and dining venues.
459 Overall ambience -- small town feel and wooded residential areas.

460

Our family (Mom, Dad, and four boys)  moved to Overland Park, KS, from Joplin, MO, in 1970 when the 
Kansas City Chiefs won the Super bowl. Antioch grade school, which is where Shawnee Mission Medical 
Center now resides. From there, we attended Millburn junior high to Shawnee Mission West, attending 
and graduating from KU. Flash forward to now; all four boys and my mother reside in South Overland 
Park, KS. All married, nine kids, and several grandchildren. There is nothing I don't like about Overland 
Park. It is a wonderful city to raise a family; the school systems are awesome, and the people are 
friendly. In particular, we love the farmer's market. We love all the ball fields where the kids can play. 
The parks are great.

461

The wonderful people, the outstanding schools and all of the amenities that we enjoy.  The city has 
parks, recreation, good fire/emergency crews and response and maintains a good quality of life.
(You didn't ask, but this community needs far more natural trees.  Previous Mayor Eilert was 
reportedly not a fan of trees.  I strongly disagree.  We need far more native trees along the roads and 
in the parking lots to cool the asphalt and provide a visual breakup of massive parking lots and 
buildings.  Kansas has 11 varieties of oak, 6 of hickory and maples.  Please plant white oak, bur oak, 
maples and other native, beautiful trees along roadsides and in parking lots!!)

462

Support and refurbish of parks.  ability to report decrepit properties and potholes online.  lots of trees. 
city forester.  replacement and repair of streets, stoplights.  everything in good working order.  traffic 
flow is generally good.  program to put flashing turn arrows instead of waiting for a green turn signal in 
some intersections (wish there were more).

463 Network of parks and trails that connect the neighborhoods and commercial hubs
464 Our relative lack of crime

465

parks
downtown OP
easy transportation
schools
walking trails
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Activity 1: Treasures and Barriers

ID What do you treasure or love about how the city supports its community?

466

The improvements to the existing City parks have been fantastic.  The parks provide a good variety of 
activities for residents of all ages. The City has capitalized on their location to strengthen their sense of 
place by visually and physically connecting the streets, buildings, and public spaces to the natural 
surroundings.  The close proximity to museums and theaters, music venues, professional sports teams, 
and a diverse array of restaurants serving cuisine from every corner of the world provide diverse 
activities for people with all different types of interest.  However, the City should work to attract 
additional unique cultural amenities and there is a lack of these amenities in south areas. The City 
should provide more public parks (not just trails) for areas south of 151st Street.  The redevelopment 
of downtown and of other properties along the Metcalf and 95th Street corridor are great for creating 
more unique housing and shopping choices. New mixed use projects in the area have also enhanced 
the City.  Additional mixed use projects should be allowed.  The business types and quality are top 
notch and more should be done to retain and attract businesses.  The diversity of businesses has 
helped the City to be more resilient to regional and global economic changesThe real estate values 
continue to be outstanding due to Citys careful planning of development.   Housing is high quality and 
neighborhoods are attractive.  Multifamily communities area attractive and well maintained.  Roads 
and infrastructure are well maintained and well planned.  While there are a few areas that could be 
improved,traffic congestion is low compared to other cities of similar size.  Fire and police do an 
outstanding job protecting and serving the residents. The City leaders have carefully considered the 
future of the City while preserving the history of the community.  A great place to live

467 I treasure the tiny bastion of small business that exists in downtown OP
468 the teachers in our school districts!

469
I used to love living here, not as much any more. The fall parade is gone when I could watch all the 
local high school bands.

470 The city provides excellent services to the community. I feel my tax dollars at work

471
the trail system and how well it is kept up
the snow removal is top-notch
the support we give our public schools

472 Our parks!

473

For the most part, the streets/thoroughfares are wide for traffic, unlike KCMO.    Left hand turn signals 
are set so that you don't have to wait forever.   I know these are silly until you go over to Missouri and 
are frustrated by their antiquated street lights.  I love our parks, our shopping, our restaurants.   Nice 
place to live.

474 Parks and trails.
475 Constantly improving OP and planning future improvements.
476 I love our bike trails and parks.

477
I appreciate the public comments time at the City Council Meeting.  In order to support the 
community, the City needs to hear from them.

478
OP's  family focus on developing amenities for people of all ages but especially for young families; 
Deanna Rose, Arboretum, parks, trails, playgrounds, etc. The more green space, the better!

479 The county libraries
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ID What do you treasure or love about how the city supports its community?

480
The farmer's market
Downtown OP's walkability and small businesses.

481 I love our city provided greenspaces and gathering places like downtown OP.

482

We welcome apartments and affordable housing (condos, duplexes, etc.). And even though there is 
development farther away from the older parts of the city, we don't ignore those older parts; e.g the 
growth of downtown and the development along Metcalf north of 83rd ST. The new work done on the 
parks is laudable.

483 Farmers market
484 Parks, trails, and playgrounds for children. Making it family friendly.
485 The Parks and the downtown vibrancy

486
I really like FrameworkOP and OPCares. I also like the various government level meetings that are open 
to the public.

487

How much we have expanded even since I have been alive. I remember driving south and having 
nothing. I am just so thankful that I can go to school on 159th street and have the opportunity to get a 
coffee on the way or a manicure after. I know that sounds silly but I can't imagine living all the way out 
on 199th street and having to drive further than 159th for groceries or other needs. I also love how 
welcoming and wholesome Mayor Skoog was when he came to chat with us. I can tell our city is in 
good hands.

488

I love how the construction workers that paint or fix the roads are so nice! They always wave to me 
when I'm driving and I think it makes drivers respect them more too! Even when it may be frustrating 
that I have to take a different way to Target than usual because there's road construction, the detours 
are clearly marked and provide me with adequate instruction to  navigate around the site. I've always 
slowed down in construction zones and have seen other people slow down as well. I don't want to 
game our workers because they work hard to create a road that everyone can drive and make it safe. I 
couldn't get from Point A to Point B without them! Thank you!

489
I love how the city of Overland Park fixes our roads. Nothing is worse than driving on an uneven road or 
a road that has potholes.

490
I love that the city supports having high quality educations and insure everyone is using that 
opportunity

491

how there are many places to go and work or place to relax away from home. I personally love to go to 
the Indian creek library or the library in Overland Park to go and do homework or study. It is a great 
place to relax away from home or to find things to read. Another place to go and relax is black bob park 
or the arboretum. They are places I go to get away from what's happening in my life. We have a great 
system so we can go to these places for free or very cheap.
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ID What do you treasure or love about how the city supports its community?

492

I know very likely that every major city has council meetings, but one memory I will never forget was 
actually attending one and seeing the platform that the mayor and other authority members offer to 
regular people of the City to speak for a certain amount of time on a subject they're passionate about 
and want to improve. I spoke to a police officer who was sitting around the lobby area by the doors 
and he informed me that his job is to be there the entire time, which often carries into really late at 
night for everyone scheduled a chance to speak. It opened my eyes to the fact that the City listens and 
considers the ideas brought by the public to the table to constantly strive and make a stronger and 
happier Overland Park, if that means doing casework for very specific problems. It's the fact the City 
consider lifting a finger and sometimes if it's possible will support the community by funding that wish. 
It's heartwarming!

493
all of the green spaces our city has. These spaces such as parks create safe places for families and 
emphasize just how family oriented out city is. Overland Park has an amazing education system that 
make learning their priority. Overall, I believe that Overland Park is a great place to raise a family.

494
I love the support of local businesses. I think that is something the community really enjoys. I also love 
the farmers market and other community spaces. They are place where the community can come 
together and be passionate about common interests.

495
I love all the parks and community spaces people can go to. They are very nice and greta places to hang 
out. I also love how small businesses are supported and encouraged in OP.

496
I like that that the school districts here are very good and I feel like most of the people here are very 
nice and helpful.

497
I love how passionate our city is about how great it is. I treasure that the city is always making new 
choices to make out city even safer. I love how great the schools our in our city and how new 
restaurants are being planted around the city.

498 We love the walking trails.  They are well maintained and easy to walk or ride your bike on.

499

I love that our city is always looking for ways to better this community. They are constantly looking for 
programs to create that would benefit the community, along with different entertainment and 
buildings to create. I remember when I first moved here, I would always complain that there was 
nothing to do, though this isn't the case today. I also treasure how the city is always putting people's 
safety and protection first. I think this city is well known for the safety, and I find this to be very 
important in a city. I also treasure how they keep the city very clean, as well as the roads which are 
easy to drive on compared to many other cities. I look forward to coming back in the future and seeing 
how different this city will look.

500
I love the downtown area. I appreciate the city's willingness to support survivors of domestic violence 
by allowing a domestic violence to operate and thrive in the city limits. I appreciate resources available 
on 87th street. I love the arts offering including Deanna Rose and OP Arboretum.
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ID What do you treasure or love about how the city supports its community?

501

I love that I don't need to drive long distances to find fun activities with my family, my friends, or by 
myself. I'm usually able to drive 20 minutes or less to get to various destinations ranging from 
museums to diverse food to recreational activities. The amount of innovative things to do is amazing 
such as the Museum of the Prairiefire, Top Golf, and the Overland Park Arboretum and Botanical 
Gardens. I'm able to enjoy all the perks that come with living in the city but at a slower and less 
stressful pace. Another thing I'm very thankful for about living in Overland Park is my access to terrific 
education which I think contributes greatly to my being ready for the future and it makes it incredibly 
easier to decide what I want to do in the future.

502 I honestly can't think of anything the city does for the community.
503 The libraries and parks are great for a growing family
504 Public safety and parks are some of the best amenities for the city.

505
I like the road system in Overland Park. You are able to get to places very easily. I would like for more 
attention to be paid to the cycling of the traffic lights as you go from point a to point B to make it 
easier on the drivers and having less stops on the way to your destinations.

506 The city's commitment to growth and providing a safe community for its residents and visitors

507
Bridging gap between people living in poverty and people living with great wealth while unaware of 
other's struggles

508
There are member of the City Council who wish to push onerous rules and regulations related to the 
fabricated climate crisis.

509 Public schools probably need more funding, requiring a tax increase.
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ID What do you think are barriers or challenges for our community?

1 Resistant to change
2 Hard to do life without a car- no public transport, biking! Walking challenges
3 Lack of affordable housing
4 Interconnected green spaces, urban sprawl
5 Outside influence from people who want to change overland park
6 misplaced white guilt driving policy for all citizens regardless of race or ancenstry

7
Better pedestrian infrastructure south- but things too spread out to walk to. Paths for recreation not 
transportation

8 Need more affordable housing to attract workers
9 getting a more diverse population

10 lack of public transportation
11 Increasing crime, homelessness, Pan handling
12 Funding to maintain existing infrastructure, park trails, parks
13 Affordable housing, attainable housing
14 parks are secluded areas- not easy to walk to
15 Limted smaller homes, many newer homes require high income to afford
16 Some areas are starting to feel almost developed for the infrastructure
17 Lack of mid-range housing options

18 City does not respect or support Clement residents but rezones easily if the money is there
19 increasing density, equity
20 Development, redevelopment. Does not pretect existing tree canopy and green space

21
Other than a few neighborhoods, we are far too dependant on the automobile chlenge is better public 
transportation

22 homelessness
23 Too high car dependency
24 Lack of waterfront/lake outdoor space with coffee shops/restaurants
25 Affordable housing, diversity of housing stock, zoning challenge
26 Lack of walkable areas and lack of newer ideas for commercial development

27 Minority communities are too dispersed so its hard to get a coalition that includes their voices
28 housing too expensive for many- especially thikning of families starting out

29
11th and south seems overbuilt. Not enough open space/trees. Difficult to move between commercial 
and neighborhoods

30
There are too many senior living communities that are competing for the same workers and are 
understaffed

31
public transportation seems non-existant. Most major intersections seem dangerous to anyone other 
than cars. Little walkability. Not bicycle friendly.

32 Miss the parade at the fall festival
33 Diverse types of property, less multi family, lower size and price point
34 Zoning should be about density, not flashy new high density project easily changed.
35 Building a sense of community and connectedness
36 Bus lines, land lock- can't build affordable community
37 Opportunities for community-scale athletic events
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ID What do you think are barriers or challenges for our community?

38 Requirements for sustainable construction
39 Outdated office buildings. Housing afordability. Lack of density. Transit
40 Unclear funding mechanisms to support amenities
41 Limited participation by younger genrations. Street, road maintenance

42 OP is long and spread out- creates disconnect between north and south. Almost like two diferent cities. 
43 Lack of diversity, people of color, younger people
44 housing cost, affordability (living expense). Lack of native planting
45 Walkability to parks and entertainment, retail, restaurants

46
Traffic planning, especially around 95th-Metcalf. Love Shamrock building and development in mid-OP. 
Traffic will only get worse.

47 Large commercial developments that are mostly accessible via driving
48 Incorporating the changing demographics with what has existed and changing needs
49 How to build infrastructure to suppor the continual changes
50 Need more options for affordable fundraising opportunities for people on fixed incomes
51 Follow up to see if our tax dollars and incentives to builders has an ROI
52 Required to drive everywhere
53 Inadequate child care/ early childhood education services

54
Accessibility and connection to parks, its getting better with vision metcalf, but can we get more 
connections from park to park. 

55 Affordable housing, public transportation, diversity
56 Size of OP to meet needs for all- city services. North vs. South of 435

57
Inclusivity is encouraged but looking around the roome, its homogenous. How can we get better 
diversity in involvement?

58 Lack of integrated public transportation
59 The cost of housing
60 Beginning to be land loacked by JC boundary
61 Limited housing options, size, style, location, for more diverse families
62 Public infrastructure for the future, time signal light system

63
Lack of public parks, lack of adequate mass transport urban sprawl, lack of property insepctiosn by the 
city

64 Non vehicular acces limits, physical limitations for pedestrians

65
Neighbors don't see an urgency or need to get involved, maybe because the city is so well-ran and 
relatively prosperous.

66 zoning, hgh density. 
67 A spread out city can mean you're on the run and harder to connect with neighbors
68 Housing market and differences in options and prices.
69 Development in North OP to preserve existing life
70 OP citizense who compare OP to other cities while those cities have failed
71 Lack of diversity- race, class, age, etc.
72 I see negative trend developing of politics in fighting and fractured leadership

73
A general public who are increasingly and easily agitated, yet don’t want to invest the time to 
understand the process

74 Need to adjust setbacks, accessory buildings
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ID What do you think are barriers or challenges for our community?

75 Welcoming new development, More are- public art, music venues

76
How can we continue to draw new residents to the city with all the new development around the 
metro?

77 Lack of people of color, representation in the halls of power + the important conversations like tonight.
78 Political leaders who increasingly pander to special interest groups

79 Affordable/modest housing options for older people, single moms, people of modest incomes etc.
80 Communications to citizens, neighborhoos and HOA's of city proposals and events
81 Improving roads in older areas and storm sewers and sidewalks
82 We are so used to driving our cars that we are slow to embrace public transit
83 NIMBY-ism
84 Housing costs so high many are priced out
85 Inefficiency of trash/recycling/composting services and lack of household composting
86 housing, making sure everyone who works here can live here
87 North OP vs. South OP- where money is spent
88 Taking better care of our neighborhood roads and roadways, keeping them safe and clean
89 A very vertical city with different cultures- hard to connect
90 No homeless shelters year round
91 Lack of variety of different kinds of housing to buy or rent.

92 House sizes and price- hard for elderly on fixed incom, young professionals, essential workers

93
Total barriers to apartment applications with high app fees, instant denials with bad history even with 
good history now. Refused to consider even someone guarunteeing rent. 

94 The planning commission needs new blood! Some have been on for over 20 years!
95 Diversity is happening but needs focus
96 Cost of housing
97 Chip seal on residential roads.

98
We lack sufficient attainable housing that would allow more people at various income levels to live 
here

99 Need to continue to connect walking trails + communities
100 Non-car transportation opportunities
101 Being more open to all kinds of families, people, busineses + keeping them here
102 Open market, Solid waste program, too much impact on roads
103 Budget to plant + maintain trees
104 Size of OP to meet needs for all- city services.
105 Public transportation opportunities
106 Too many high rises
107 Growth of city that creates more trade offs in maintaining infrastructure
108 Single family homes with some square footages of a more reasonable size.
109 Income descrepency between north and south OP. Impacts schools
110 Building quality and Style roads
111 Housing for emerging professionals and young families (affordable)
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ID What do you think are barriers or challenges for our community?

112 Public transit and traffic slow
113 Opportunities for local establishment/restaurants etc vs chains, Lack of arborists.
114 Lack of public transportation
115 Attainable housing for our lower income workers
116 Chip seal, trash
117 ADU's are not allowed
118 Music venues
119 Walkability and public transportation
120 No starter homes
121 Increasing crime
122 The trail system needs to continue expanding there are disconnects
123 infrastructure maintenance
124 Affordable housing for lower income residents. Public transportation
125 We are so dedicated to low taxes that we sacrifice making projects interesting
126 Communications on events in the community, public transit, affordable housing
127 Chip seal
128 Bike/walk lane connections, walkability, traffic
129 housing costs are not affordablee for young adults
130 Public transport, not a city of future upward increase in homelessness
131 affordable housing
132 Housing affordability, public transportation, more diversity
133 Minimal public transot- makes it difficult for low income people to move here
134 Aging infrastructure that will require maintenance investments
135 Lack of diversity
136 Not walkable, lack of destinations within the city
137 Given the number of TIF districts, sales tax can be pretty high. 
138 Wild animals living in under growth next to a playground
139 Parking on both sides of street and emergency vehicles cannot get through

140
I feel that the city council is taking the city in a distinctly unreasonable direction against the wishes of 
residents

141 It is hard to engage neighbors beyond those who are already active

142 Our schools struggle to bridge communication/ culture gaps which blends into locale of community
143 Aging infrastructure, changing retail- how to adapt?
144 The difficulty to communicate with the city- need to be streamlined
145 Trash service options and management

146
Hard to get around without a car- even when destinations close- doesn’t feel safe or enjoyable to get 
around

147 Insufficient housing of all types

148
N unified or city trash pickup. Different companies handle the trash pick-up making it inconvenient and 
explosive

149 Speed limits not enforced
150 Access to parks with restroom facilities with larger natural areas and walkable from home
151 The city does not have enough fire/ police staff for the population
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ID What do you think are barriers or challenges for our community?

152 Stop rentals
153 Sometimes new development or redevelopment doesn’t always fit the theme of that area
154 Consider its relkationship with our border city: Kansas City. Transportation
155 Crime
156 housing is limited
157 Not many new starter homes
158 housing costs, Affordable housing
159 How to engage commuinities in activities, committees, volunteer opportunities
160 Resistant to change
161 Getting new families involved in the neighborhood. 
162 Traffic  
163 Not enough owned multi-family housing

164 We are not maintaining the infrastructure we have and are missing opportunities to make them
165 North to South bike lanes/ paths
166 Not in my back yard
167 Investing money in Downtown OP
168 Lack of accessible/ affordable housing
169 Feels like theres a divide between north and south OP
170 Affordable housing
171 Public transportation
172 Health and mental health challenges
173 Neighborhood amenities to walk to south OP- nothing near neighborhoods

174
Bike lanes do not feel safe. We aren't a bike friendly city. I would prefer bigger sidewalks or a physical 
separation between cars

175 Local transportation
176 The city does not have infrastructure that supports public transportation
177 Not enough lower middle income housing. Transportation access
178 Affordable small homes
179 Too many apartments going in
180 Over crowding by cramming in business and apartments in a peaceful quiet area.
181 Crime- more transient population brings in people not committed to the community
182 Size, transportation, car-centric
183 Lack of affordable housing

184
Not enough representation of minorities that live here in OP, I would like to see more Diversity and 
Inclusion

185 Diversity
186 Where the farmers market background of business needs to be overhauled look better

187 Not enough information about things to be aware about like new businesses and developments
188 North vs. South. City feels divided
189 High density housing. Traffic
190 Bike trails that you don't have to go up to street cross bridge + down again
191 Potential blight with businesses closing indefinitely
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ID What do you think are barriers or challenges for our community?

192 No exceptions on apartment requirements. Not enough villas
193 Walkability, reliable public transportation
194 We need better public transportation and more walkable neighborhoods
195 Under-represented communities
196 MARC influence
197 High density housing. Traffic
198 Lack of diverse housing
199 Hate the apartmetns going up. Loud streets. Businesses keep weeds cleaned up.
200 Out of town buyers who only buy to rent. The raising rental/purchase prices
201 Lack of affordable starting family homes being built

202 Residents are losing faith in the staff and council. Too many times being told that is the way its done!
203 Center of protection

204
Need housing options for people at lower income levels. Need indoor year-round gardens to grow our 
own fruits/veggies

205 Our police officers not paid enough to be able to live in OP

206
City parks are wonderful but ecological health is often impaired or degraded. Biodiversity seems well 
correlated with most measures of quality of life.

207 Poor bicycle infrastructure. Lots of bike lanes but too dangerous for families or daily commute
208 Too many trees taken out to rebuild streets

209
Aging infrastructure and too much to maintain. Attainable housing, insufficient transit as well as multi-
modal options

210 Lack of transit to connect people to jobs
211 Age in place opportunities. Graduate living
212 Affordable housing- not only apartments but family homes as well
213 Some are resistant to new ideas threatened by change
214 Property taxes driving people on a fixed income out of their homes.
215 Lack of ample transit- supporting higher investment of land vs. Parking
216 Cost of housing

217 Some leaders and residents seem to be content with the status quo. As evident by words and actions
218 Transit to downtown OP and KC connection
219 Affordability of starter homes
220 City council needs to behave and act like they have common sense

221
Need strong channels for bridge those with lower income and those who have resources and wealth. 
Lift up those who need a hand.

222 Housing costs for first time home buyers

223
Do not make this planning process like "Forward OP". Reflect what is said, not the city or consultants 
desires.

224 Too many rentals and not enough new small properties for ownership
225 Strong sense of community for different areas of but the city not coming together
226 Non-chain restaurants in south half of OP
227 The city is not perceived to be very accessible to new families
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ID What do you think are barriers or challenges for our community?

228 Opportunities to engage with the city are limited to people with time and english speakers
229 People who never want things to change
230 More parks for Northern part of city within their walking distance

231
Misinformation and conflicting visions of those who are pro growth with those who are determined to 
stop it.

232 Some are antagonistic to businesses who are vital to our economy
233 Public transportation
234 Transportation it is hard to get around without a car

235
A robust public transit system + park/ride options and transit to  popular areas to encourage transit by 
choice

236 Careful and proper placement of multi-family housing units
237 Diversity. OP needs more representation for their residents of color

238 Public transportation with an aging population there will be a greater need for an alternative to cars

239
You can't easilt walk or bike. Few bike lanes. Some are discontinous. I wish they were separated from 
the street for safety.

240 Proliferation of non owner occupied Air BnB's. Destroys neighborhood.
241 Not enough shade trees
242 Maintaining the top-rate school systems for the future
243 Attainable housing that mirrors differing pay scales in the community 
244 Affordable housing
245 Large parking lots and spread out land uses
246 Limited budget. Little problems blown out of proportion
247 A few city council members that say no to everything i.e. business, growth, development
248 Lower cost of housing based on income
249 Lack of full inclusion of all demographic groups in community conversations
250 New more consistent zoning and not overturn what areas were zoned for
251 Expansion, getting young people interested in staying

252 Impact of climate change. Impact of changing retail landscape. Less brick and mortar more Amazon
253 More apartments- much more diverse group
254 The division of the North OP vs South OP. perception by people includes political
255 Lack of identity. Planning commission does not listen well to residents
256 Lack of affordable housing. Even apartments are expensive.
257 Infrastructure concerns. Would like greater connectivity and walkability
258 City council micromanaging department heads and staff
259 We need more affordable housing for people just getting started+seniors
260 Investment in housing types and more affordable products especially ownership

261
Cool factor. OP can sometime feel like the city that asked the teacher for the homework assignment. 
Visitors are genuinely surprised when I <>

262 Lot costs drive the price of housing. Street congestion
263 More micro-transport
264 We have some really bad apartments. 
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ID What do you think are barriers or challenges for our community?

265 Not enough places to fish
266 Lack of affordable housing

267 Floodplain encroachment and not enough natural open space. Gaps in trails and greenways
268 public transportation. More smaller parks. Gardens
269 Housing Options

270 Connection for downtown OP with a tunnel or bridge over/under metcalf to connect both sides
271 Would live a small library branch mear 119th / Switzer or at least a book drop
272 Keeping some housing updated
273 Housing affordability. Housing of all types + prices and for all stages of life
274 Fostering moderative rather than exremist views.
275 I want a way to set up P+L or the river market. Extend the street car!
276 Maintaining community feel with growth over time
277 Transportation. Sprawl. Density-lack of
278 Interstate/Hwys create physical barrier + cut off neighborhoods/areas.
279 Resistance/fear of change, potentially exacerbated by polical polarization
280 City council getting in the way of staff delivering approved plans. i.e. CIP
281 Heavy traffic on Metcalf. Affordable housing. Housing choices not sufficient
282 Traffic becoming very heavy
283 Lack of affordable housing. No city center where groups can meet
284 No place to meet that is free to residents
285 High rise apartments next to residential areas.
286 Mean streets that move too fast, are too loud, and make adjacent homes less valuable

287 Affordable housing for low to middle income families. Can people who work here afford to live here?
288 Lack of diversity. Lack of affordable housing
289 Sprawl along with transportation system reliant on cars
290 Certain staff members appear to have their own agenda. 
291 Have to connect with increasingly diverse population
292 Job growth
293 Traffic/ managing growth
294 Attracting more employment talent to OP
295 More of a County issue, but there isn't a library near 119th /Switzer area

296
Climate change. Need more green infrastructure. Clean energy; Better transportation. Will be hot, wet, 
and dry!

297 Keeping some of streets clean
298 The trail on 91st ends abruptly at Farley
299 Uniting north and south OP

300
Manueverability. Both the elderly and young families often need similar accomodations and these 
thinfs aren't readily available

301 Thinking south OP is better than north OP but per SF, north pays more taxes
302 East-West highway on south side of city.
303 Transportation on north/south can be difficult. Some sort of tram/train exclusive to that
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ID What do you think are barriers or challenges for our community?

304 Taxes too low! No more reduction in city services
305 Developers wanting to gobble up every square inch of green space. Over-development
306 Delivering ideas within a budget

307
Quality of life enhanced for all when neighbors who are struggling economicall are given a way to 
thrive and grow

308
Retail is allowed to deteriorate with the property owner then asking for public $ rather than 
reinvesting. Areas once nice look shabby and riddled

309 Accessibility. Our aging and disabled population deserve to be as fully engaged as everyone else
310 City has lacked the ability to support infrastructure that comes with growth.

311
Wealth and prosperity rely on home ownership. No incentives for development or redevelopment of 
starter home neighborhoods

312 Shape of the city definite division between north and south parts of the city
313 Hold developers to higher standards
314 Hate roundabouts. Fire trucks and emergencies? Wrong design

315
Feeling safe when we are turning from single family dwellings to high-rise apartments. Large 
population

316 Aging infrastructure
317 Racial

318
A mill levy that is way too low. None of us like taxes: however OP has evolved into a city that has much 
to maintain

319 Travel to southern OP can be difficult at certain times of day
320 Growing pains- are we a bedroom community of affordable housing?
321 Diversity, transparency

322
Eminent domain restricts use of property. Overly advantaged tax incentives for commercial vs housing 
impacts lot costs

323 Lack of affordable housing. Too much incentive for luxury housing
324 Too much urban sprawl and happening more quickly in recent years.
325 Overdevelopment- cramming too much into too small a space
326 Chip seal
327 Housing. Strong division of opinion between citizens as to what is needed
328 Affordable housing
329 Affordable housing. No subsidizing rent on apartments for lower income people.
330 Creating neighborhood centers in the southern area of the city and walkable areas
331 Non-chain restaurants mainly to the south
332 Lack of vision of planning commission to follow OP plans/ Laws and transparency of Gov. 

333

Insufficient enforcement of clear+level sidewalks and less obstruction of signange make 
ped/wheelchair access travel problematic and pedestrian travel unsafe. Speeders in neighborhood 
endanger pedestrian and neighborhood peace and safety

334 Support for all age groups. Lack of affordable housing for both rentals and single family young + old
335 We could use more pedestrian friendly areas. I'd love to walk more from my house

336
We have big issues to solve as a city. Winning elections by making chip seal a big issue are short 
sighted. 
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ID What do you think are barriers or challenges for our community?

337 Traffic in 75th Metcalf area needs to be monitored and addressed
338 Few affordable apartments and homes
339 Affordable housing. Transit/transportation options

340
I wonder to what degree the city is prepared to adopt to anticipated changes from climate change. 
(Heat/flood, air quality, public health)

341 First time home buyers are very challenged to find something.
342 Helping residents understand that great service does come at a price
343 No performance space for an orchestra or band
344 Improve public art on trail systems/ in highly visible areas (Leawood does well at this)
345 Fix the mud holes during the winter

346
Clean + efficient + affordable transportation, bikeability, walkability, accessibility, public transit! 
Streetcar on Metcalf.

347

Total barrier to apartment application with high app fees, instant denials with bad history even with 
good history now refusal to consider even someone else gauranteeing rent. Need everything perfect to 
get an apartment. 

348
Worry about communities and population that are underrepresented at city hall and local government 
lack of effort to change this. More could be done.

349 Housing and public transportation
350 Housing

351
"White saviors" who have lost their minds and believe Overland Park needs to change to be "woke." I 
will move if it does.

352 People who want to change what makes Overland Park Overland Park.
353 City council members following MARC instead of citizens
354 Restrictive zoning.

355

Too many apartments! The emphasis on large apartment complexes in the Northern part of the City, at 
the same time as the  City is not creating enough green space in the same area. The development is too 
dense. Flood control given the many flooding events that have occurred in the past years. Additionally, 
there is too much TIF money being used by developers! If they can't afford it, it shouldn't be built. Not 
fair to pass costs on to consumers.

356
Fighting off anti-government right-wing extremists who are ignorant to the important role government 
has played in shepherding OP to the incredible city it is today.

357

Use of chip and seal on roads, high density housing, increasing crime, traffic, no-responsive city 
employees, 
 increasing property taxes, and some city council members that won't listen (i.e.chip and seal, high 
density housing projects, mill levy rate), too much retail.

358

We need to continue to improve the relationships between police and the public. I believe this starts 
with very young children so they develop trust and respect for law enforcement. Our community is 
impacted by nationwide police issues, so we need to work hard to foster good relationships.

359
That as the city keeps growing and businesses are added, a clear laid out program how to make 
multiple suburban cores with distinct personalities are not addresses
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360

Remembering that this is primarily a suburb and not a major city downtown.  Combining the Jo with 
Kansas City bus lines was not a positive step for OP citizens.  Crime has increased substantially since 
that was done.

361
So many apartments going up.  Transient people are less concerned about taking care of their 
community.

362

There is only one viable path across Metcalf for kids on bikes and that is at 103rd. We need to look at 
either bridges or tunnels from there to 75th Street across or under Metcalf to make it safe for kids to 
get around. (Adults too)

363 infrastructure maintenance.
364 Diversity. Mobility across the city and metro.
365 Continue to have attainable housing options for a variety of people.
366 affordable housing across income levels

367
There's a lot of concentrated wealth in southern Overland Park which creates a bit of a dichotomy 
between north and south, old and new OP.

368

Right now the county is not fostering an environment for new housing to be developed quickly enough 
to meet the demand.  We have a tax rate that is also hindering further development of business and 
housing for long term success.  The county spends way to much on very nice stuff and does not spend 
enough on the things we must have for success.  County/cities need to have a goal to reduce their 
budget by 20%.  I know that sound horrible, it would force the leaders to fund what is required for the 
city to function and not fund all those nice to have items.

369
Not leaving behind low-income citizens
Attracting diverse people to the community (so we don't become just a bunch of rich white people)

370

Way too many apartments,  fast food and chain stores, too much traffic, not keeping the existing green 
spaces, putting money above developing a higher quantity , interesting , interactive, well maintained 
city, high quality education and police that care and are properly paid and are not corrupt. Politicians 
who care more about the money and their political carrier than doing what's best for our city therefore 
affecting everyone's lives!!!! Keeping good quality teachers who are paid well and health care. Stop 
wasteful spending on political agendas!!! Keep the highways median clean from trash for multiple 
reasons please. Add more trees instead of cutting them down that can help butterflies etc such as the 
ivory silk lilac in some medians add paw paws too etc.  Keep our streets well maintained from pot holes 
etc and STOP the cheap seal in neighborhood streets that causes soooo much loose rock everywhere 
damaging cars etc.!

371
I believe that if we increased the pay, benefits, and opportunities within our Police Department, and 
other essential services, that we'd have a safer community.

372 Listening to industry more than residents.

373
Crime, traffic,  too many apartments that will not be properly maintained in the future if history 
repeats itself,
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374

People move to Overland Park because of what it is currently. Organizations like United Community 
Services of Johnson County, Mid-America Regional Council, United Way are trying to change Overland 
Park into the city THEY want, not what citizens of Overland Park want. Proof of what these 
organizations do is evident in places like Seattle, Portland, Los Angeles, Chicago, San Francisco, 
Baltimore, etc. If these organizations succeed, we will see people moving away to a better quality of 
life just like we see with the cities they have destroyed. We are already seeing the results in NE 
Johnson County.

375
Working with ALL people in mind, not just those classified as minorities or members of new groups of 
people who claim their beliefs and characteristics earn them special treatment or consideration.

376

I wish that there was better public transportation so I didn't need to use a car as often.  Also, I would 
like there to be more dedicated and protected bike lanes so that cycling can be not only recreational, 
but effective transportation throughout the metropolitan area.  Overland Park, and the greater KC 
area, is blessed (for cyclists) with very flat land and straight roads.  Also, 75% of the year, it is excellent 
cycling weather and this could become a bike-commuting city.  This would need to be in conjunction 
with the other municipalities in the area.

377

Apartments!!!  Especially ones over 2 stories tall.   There are far too may already. They are increasing 
traffic, overloading schools, and blocking sunsets and beautiful views.  They are so expensive the cities 
argument that they help support low wage works is not valid.   This is primarily a city of 
homeownership - the American Dream - and that is being taken away by all these apartments.  

The biggest challenge is a mayor, majority city council and the planning commission that doesn't list to 
a word homeowners and residents say.  They are totally in line with developers putting in the 
apartments, ugly strip shopping centers, etc.   I hope this survey is actually listened to but past history 
doesn't lead me to believe it will be.  We need to preserve the livability, green spaces and quality 
schools I the area.  The many apartments and tall buildings are ruining my beloved city.

378 Lack of city led and planned economic/entertainment growth strategy
379 Lack of city led and planned economic/entertainment growth strategy

380
I think there are a lot of people who don't want the city to change. They are used to it a specific way 
and don't understand the needs of future generations.

381

Barriers:  Misinformation and division, and a few city council members who are intent on sowing 
division and spreading misinformation. I think it's a huge barrier to progress when constituents are 
routinely misled by elected officials, who are more interested in elevating their public profiles than 
finding solutions.  Retaining excellent staff is going to be a challenge, and we will need to ensure that 
they feel respected and rewarded for doing so much of the heavy lifting.   I think finding ways to 
address our infrastructure needs is going to be a challenge, but one that we can overcome.

382 Developing areas for affordable, single-family homes
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383

Too many apartments which have brought in people who don't care about the city or working in lower 
end jobs they crowd the schools and are not wanting to be an American just reap the American 
benefits and or hand outs! Our government people need to care more about how they're destroying 
our city with apartments and Quick trips and all the same old fast food and crap stores everywhere. 
Bring better jobs and industries like film making etc.  protect our environment more we don't need or 
want all our land filled with all these junk buildings causing pollution noise traffic etc!!!!

384
Not necessarily a bike or pedestrian friendly city. Lot's of older homes that need refresh. City does not 
invest enough in northern part of city (north of 75th St).

385 Keeping house value up

386
The lack of green space. The city government desire for more and more large apartment complexes.  
The tax abatements that are given to developers who would develop in OP anyway.

387

I think there are too many areas with access problems due to difficult traffic patterns. For example, 
there is often only one way out of a shopping area, then there is no right turn, followed by blocks of no 
U-turn signs. I am sure that many businesses suffer to do limited or poor access. Twenty years ago, 
when I was looking for a location for my business with easy access and visibility from multiple 
directions, I found that this was very difficult to find. Very few business sites in OP have both visibility 
from the street and easy access. That is how I ended up in Downtown Overland Park.

388

One of the worst things about Overland Park is the ability to get around using public transportation.  
Thus, having and maintaining personal transportation becomes a barrier for anyone who wishes to live 
and work in the area.  There are enough "central corridors" and areas of interest that a fairly basic bus 
system with supporting alternatives (bike routes, electric bikes or scooters, uber pickup areas) seems 
like a worthy service.  That would support an aging generation not as able or willing to drive as well as 
a less affluent population who would in turn have more income to spend.

389 Money constrains what we are able to accomplish.

390
Money constrains our options.  People are busy and constrained in terms of what they can participate 
in from a city standpoint

391 Finances?

392
Too much priority given to developers,  need to support low income citizens and youth more, lack of 
affordable housing ,
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393

This is easy. We can't seem to decide who we want to be. I think if you ask most people they would say 
that overland park is a great place to raise a family. It's safe, schools are good and the air is clean. We 
either need to decide that we are good with just that or there needs to be a major investment from 
the city to make Overland Park more connected. We have these pockets where you can go do stuff but 
it's not walkable. If you think about the hotel areas we have there's not much to do around them that's 
walkable and the walkable areas seem unsafe especially with crossing metcalf. Our convention center 
is not connected and there's nothing to do for guests. There's no connection to downtown overland 
park and there's no investment in the infrastructure in downtown overland park. The sidewalks are 
trash, the greenery is non existent, there's so much lighting opportunity for sante fe and 80th street to 
make that a really cool area for visitors. Downtown OP is our greatest asset yet the city doesn't invest 
in it. So we have these pods starting at Scheels then moves you to the college corridor then to 
downtown op but there are not connected in anyway for visitors.

394

The lack of infrastructure planning needed to support the overwhelming number of huge apartment 
complexes - the storm water runoff, streets and schools don't seem to be taken into consideration in 
advance. The condition of our streets is now second only to KCMO, it is shameful and a poor reflection 
of our great city.

395 Older neighborhoods getting older and OP getting larger

396

Traffic. I live close to 135th and it's getting to the point that I avoid it. I moved to OP because I love 
how there is an intentional mix of shopping and residential which substantially reduces the long lines of 
traffic. But there's been so many high capacity apartments going up around the 135th area that traffic 
is a nightmare. It shouldn't take me 15 minutes to travel eastbound on 135th starting at Antioch and 
trying to get to Metcalf. Yet any given Saturday, 15 minutes is the norm now.

397 Equity based housing
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398

AFFORDABLE HOUSING!! City leaders are partially correct that additional housing is needed, but the 
solution is not "luxury" apartments only. Affordable housing for families with children is almost extinct 
in OP. 
GENTRIFICATION: Lack of action to encourage affordable, safe housing gives the impression that city 
leaders are comfortable making sure that only citizens with a certain income can live here. Most (all?) 
new housing is affordable only to families making well over $200K. Apartments and rental homes that 
meet the US standards  for affordability based on percentage of monthly income are few and far 
between and not well kept. The rental inspection program has not been empowered to mandate that 
code violations be remedied and and there are far too few inspectors to meet the every two year 
requirement. In short, many young families cannot afford to live here. Retired homeowners cannot 
afford to sell the big home because smaller homes now cost more than the house they want to leave. 
Only upper middle class folks can live here comfortably, seems to be by design.
LACK OF INTEREST IN HAVING A UNIQUE PERSONA - OP seems to want to tear everything down and 
start over, providing tax incentives to developers that will eventually be paid mostly by consumers to 
wipe out our uniqueness. Surrounding cities seem to cherish at least some of what got them where 
they are, e.g. Mission with Johnson Dr., Prairie Village with Corinth and Prairie Village shopping centers, 
Shawnee with Old Town, KCMO with Waldo and Brookside, to name a few. OP had a downtown that 
has shrunk to insignificance. Additionally, the city leaders seem to believe that every neighborhood 
must look like the next, with bigger houses, apartments. Neighborhoods, mostly in the north, are also 
being desecrated by huge developments that don't belong among residences.

399
Access to natural areas and parks by people in less affluent and socially vulnerable neighborhoods and 
the north part of OP.

400

Slow down, quit bringing in huge outside investors and concentrate on upkeep if the existing city. 
Metcalf and Nall are getting so built up that traffic congestion, destroying the livelihoods of small 
business is at risk. Staffing is a huge issue. Existing businesses are having issues now to find help. How is 
building new going to help that? Apartments take away from home values and put a greater tax burden 
on home owners.

401 Lack of affordable Housing and limited transportation option
402 Major builders are too closely tied to the decision making process of how to use land
403 congestion on main roads, not enough housing
404 I would say addressing city work in ALL parts of Overland Park the same.
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405

There is no pedestrian / path access between Parkhill and Pflumm on 159th street.  This completely 
blocks multiple neighborhoods along 159th from access to Heritage park and the trail system West of 
Pflumm.  It also divides the community that attends Morse Elementary and Aubry Bend MS.  Want to 
ride your bike to a  classmate's house?  You are out in 159th street.  The "argument" made was that it 
is an FAA issue with the airport, but waivers can be obtained.  Currently people are walking, pushing 
baby strollers, and biking on the shoulder of 159th to get to and from Heritage Park.  This is absolutely 
NOT a safer solution.  The risk from these people being hit by a car is thousands of times higher, and 
they still are at risk of being hit by an airplane - whether there is a sidewalk there or not.  They are also 
in all the trash that moving traffic pushes from the driving lanes onto the shoulder.  The city should 
provide a sidewalk along 159th here, or at least widen the street and provide a dedicated walking / 
biking lane with separation from traffic lanes.

406 Too many apartments changing the hometown nature of our community.

407

Access to more frequent and accessible public transportation.  County and city support of a 
comprehensive plan to shelter and help homeless people.  Affordable options for housing versus the 
continued skyrocketing prices of rent and the gentrification of areas like downtown OP.  A challenge is 
also that by focusing on the shiny new places (135th, 151st, and south OP) there is loss and challenges 
for older and historic areas of OP (95th street and north).

408 Too many apartments going up which mens more cars and people. Density is a concern

409

The City Council is not transparent and is not responsive to citizens objections, especially in regard to 
development. People speak and then they just do what they think is better even if it is against the will 
of citizens. They treat citizens like subjects. They have abused the use tax abatements that give away 
our tax revenue. They are too cozy with developers who build apartments that provide LLC  income for 
wealthy but limit opportunity for home ownership. Other cities like Nashville have opted for town 
home communities while we chose stick built often unattractive apartments with high rent.

410

some restrictive codes.  for instance:  many of us own recreational "vehicles", including boats and 
travel trailers.  it can take me a week or more to get mine ready and packed for a trip, but I am 
prohibited from leaving it in front of my house for that long.  am I supposed to put it in storage out in 
one of the far away cave storage places, a 45 minute drive from here in Missouri and then pack my car, 
take everything to the trailer, move it all in and go back for another load?  how do I manage cleaning 
and repairs?

411 feeling that the city wants to involve developers on every block

412
The City is incapable of timely responding to complaints regarding dead and diseased trees within 
public rights of way.
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413

The city of Overland apark and its sense of community has been desteoyed by the city council and the 
city workers.  They are just interested in making us an over taxed non cohesive community.  You are 
driving families and homeowners out with higher and higher taxes.  The city workers just don't want to 
do their jobs they are more interested in electric bikes then the health and safety of our community.  A 
good example of this is trash cans in downtown Overland Park.  A listened to the guy who was 
supposed to enforce say in a planning and zoning meeting that he shouldnt have to do that.  It was a 
waste of his time, no it was his job.  We have too many long term worthless city workers.  A few years 
ago it took my daughter getting the city attorney involved when a well known fencing contractor did 
not get the proper permits.  The city codes department did not believe her and aiam not sure whether 
they did anything or not.  The only good group i. The city I have dealt with are the pet licensing division.  
They actually do their jobs.  We have too many people who consider themselves bureacrats in our city.

414
Chip Seal on our neighborhood streets!  Is AWFUL for our city, especially when you consider our 
neighborhood cities are not using this cheap temporary solution.

415
Losing green-space to apartments:  Deer Creek and Brookridge... wow.  Awful public transportation 
services.

416

Currently there are way tooooooooo many apartments being built. These people are not really 
invested in the area like home owners. Plus it does tend to overpopulate the schools while we the 
homeowners are paying for them. Also we do not need 3 gas stations within a block of each other. IE 
the Quik Trip at 135th and Antioch. There already was a Caseys and Hy Vee gas station. Was that really 
necessary. The idea that green spaces should all disappear is ridiculous. IE Brookridge Golf Course. Such 
a breath of fresh air to have the green space there. Sometimes money isn't everything.

417

The current use of chip and seal in our city. I moved to OP 30 years ago and we had very nice asphalt 
and concrete roads.  The use of chip and seal was started long after we moved here and is the biggest 
detractor of living in OP. Cyclist and kids playing on streets has become much more dangerous with the 
constant loose gravel that is always present on our chip and seal streets. Please include in the city 
budget money to properly take care of our streets with concrete or asphalt smooth pavement. Chip 
and seal is intended for rural roads not city streets.

418

Put the brakes on approvals for apartments!!!!!!!!!! How many more are needed.  Do they pay their 
equal share of taxes? How much more congestion can our arteries handle?

Put the brakes on the toll road on 69. That's just not right. Limit the apartments so the traffic will not 
continue increase. It creates a hardship on the residents living south who are already paying extremely 
high property taxes.

419 Crime is rising throughout the City.

420
Growth is a barrier.  Most of the population here does not want anymore apartment complexes.  I 
realize the revenue they bring in but at the cost of spoiling our community.  Please stop.

421
Feels segregated. No affordable housing. Too many weird developments like the one at 103rd and 
Antioch. We don't need more luxury housing. Just no!
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422
Multiple high density apartments, when actually needed, can be kept to existing commercial or 
blighted areas. Or as our Mayor stated, tucked neatly along freeways

423

our infrastructure and highway systems are simply embarrassing from the 69 hwy clutter, abysmal plan 
for toll on 69 hwy (pathetic disgrace), ridiculous undersight of new roads lacking immediate growth 
rather than "future expansion potential", and lack of creativity and efforts to improve by simply adding 
an HOV lane.  To spend the amount of time it took Quivira to be finished to the lack of immediate 4 
lanes ("future expansion potential") to the eyesore of bridge materials used is simply absurd for what 
OP claimed to be.  To have 69 hwy sit as 4 lanes for over 3 decades is simply unbelievable with the 
growth in south OP throughout that time.  If my family and I wanted to waste money and sit in traffic, 
we would have stayed in Olathe and driven K-10/435's debacle and the idiotic refinish.  When are the 
leaders of this city going to get their acts together and resolve these bottlenecks the right way (no tolls 
and other money grabs)?

Stop building low income housing and other apartment types near prime single family homes and 
prime real estate.  Schools are becoming overpopulated and other issues arise that are quite obvious.

Lastly, how long are you going to tease the residence of south OP regarding the Bluhawk development 
of the sportsplex and other amenities...get it done!  By the time it's done, kids who were babies when 
learned about this plan will be out of high school.  You're barely getting retail and foodservice in and 
even that is simply ridiculous with who you're bringing in.  How many burger places do we need within 
that area?  Can we get a car wash, higher end sit down restaurants, bars, entertainment?  Have you not 
seen Park Place or even Lenexa's new birth on 87th st? Lagging...

424 all property needs to remain and improve appearance.  work on much less empty buildings.

425

The traffic and lack of respect for other drivers.   Adding of too much commercial business on already 
busy streets like Nall.    Adding more and more apartments to further congest the already congested 
space.

426
too many (mostly retail or banking) developments taking out urban forests/greenspace; I'd like to see 
more requirements to keep more of a percentage of mature trees as well as natural greenspace

427 Not enough public transportation or bike lanes
428 adequate police coverage

429 I would like more signage along the trails. There are areas where we don't know which way to go.

430

Concerns about all the high rise apartments.  Will this replace the development of single family 
neighborhoods?
How can we come up with a better system of leaf removal?  What effect is this having on our sewer 
system?  Have seen other major cities suck up the leaves in the curbs.  The resident is responsible for 
getting their leaves to the curb.  The city has a schedule when they will be down different streets.

431 Safe pedestrian/cycle access across major arterials and highways
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432 See previous comment about communication

433
I had a relative call me and ask what was wrong with our streets in OP. I answered Chip Seal.  This is a 
negative to our community.

434
I had a relative call me and ask what was wrong with our streets in OP. I answered Chip Seal.  This is a 
negative to our community.

435
The planning commission. They NEVER listen to the citizens. They are completely OWNED by the 
developers! They are UNELECTED and have ruined the city!

436 Too much given to developers and to many apartments.

437
I've lived in South OP for 41 years. The city has concentrated efforts north of 435 and sees more 
concerned about NE OP and those who work in MO. The City Council does not listen to constituents.

438

Not enough bicycle paths. I would like to see a better public transportation system available and 
encouraged for people to use as a clear benefit to getting vehicles off the roads. A voucher program for 
riders and a system that allows connection to other public transportation perhaps all the way into 
downtown.

439

In the last 20 years Overland Park has received and influx of people from different parts of the United 
States and the world, all of this is not always beneficial, as many of these newcomers are not willing to 
adjust, but instead impose their own cultural practices.

440 Too much empty retail space & too many apartments, making the school's too crowded

441 supporting growth out south, while maintaining the infrastructure in the north part of the city.
442 Too much apartment development, especially high rise.  Keep OP green!

443

The idyllic family life is eroding in Overland Park, KS. The Apartment complexes are everywhere you go, 
and the traffic it's becoming unbearable. In the past ten years, we've seen a trend of apartment units 
increasing and single-family homes decreasing. With all this influx of capital comes the unseemly 
appearance of them buying the city council and mayors vote to change zoning and approve 
construction. They are contributing to traffic, pressure on school resources, and more crime, degrading 
the family culture of Overland Park.

444 lower cost housing

445

Increasing crime.  Just seems to be getting worse and worse.  Gangs trying car doors.  B&E.  
Panhandling has become a problem now.  See them frequently at 75th and antioch, 95th and antioch, 
SMP and i35.  Theft at stores where the criminals just walk in and walk out with merchandise.

446

Hesitation to adapt new housing/neighborhood styles that utilize new technology, encourage 
neighborhood engagement, and allow for first time home-buyer opportunities.  Lack of first-time buyer 
options leads to an aging population that will eventually be stuck in their expensive homes that there is 
no buyer pool to move up into when they couldn't get their foot in the door to home-ownership.  first 
time buyers will put down roots elsewhere, potentially having children and falling in love with another 
city and their school system.

447 Public transportation to downtown
448 Public transportation to downtown
449 more affordable housing options
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450

One of the biggest barriers is the political rhetoric and willingness of people to consider changes.  Both 
nationally and locally there is not a lot of trust in City officials or people with a different ideas for 
development of the city.   Another challenge is that the community is not well balanced in the 
demographic age groups.  The City is a great place to raise a family.  However, the population has seen 
a decline in younger and older generations. The biggest factor is the lack of attainable reasonable 
priced housing.  Often current residents think attainable housing means subsidized housing which it is 
not.  Younger generations lack the financial ability to purchase a home in overland park since the 
median sales price is $450,000 when considering all homes in the City and over $600,000 for just new 
homes.   Seniors who raised their children in the City and are now ready to downsize often find that a 
new home is twice the cost of their current home.  Many seniors are choosing to leave the City in 
search of more reasonable priced homes.  Current residents often oppose alternative housing such as 
attached villas and small lot single family. The desirability of the City has increased land values making 
it more difficult for developers to build more attainable housing.  The downtown are is a unique area of 
the community but does not have enough businesses to attract visitors to spend the day.  Allowing 
more mixed use developments and improving public transportation to serve them would add more 
housing choices and amenities for residents.  Existing outdated commercial uses in downtown could be 
developed to expand the the area and increase the diversity of businesses.  The industrial areas of the 
city are underutilized.  Redevelopment of those areas could enhance the business diversity and 
appearance.

451

There is virtually zero public transit to travel around Overland Park and the city in general feels hostile 
towards anyone not in a car. I'd like to see parking minimums ended, setbacks removed from the city 
code. I know that people are not fond of chip seal road resurfacing, maybe neighborhood streets could 
elect themselves to be incrementally up-zoned and the city provides them with something better than 
chip seal.

452

Teachers are not adequately paid for what they do and the services they provide, even in one of the 
wealthiest areas. We pay insane taxes for great school districts and still, our teachers are paid horribly, 
not respected, never recognized, and not even given basics like affordable healthcare.

453

â€œStaffâ€� makes too many decisions regarding what happens in the city without thorough 
participation from the community. Yes there are a couple of meetings but anyone that follows know 
those are for show.

454
For me, a lack for maintenance free patio style homes. So much space has been taken up by rental 
property, ie apartments.  All the apts do not bring value to my residence.

455 There needs to be a better balance between development and keeping â€œwhat makes OP OP.â€�

456 There needs to be a better balance between development and keeping â€œwhat makes OP OP.â€�
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457

No outdoor space for casual live music (like Pin Stripes/Prairie Fire,Ward Parkway)
No outdoor dining hubs (like 8rd and Corinth, Prairie Fire).  My friends and I consistently have to go to 
these other locations for happy hour to sit outside and enjoy a beverage and/or appetizer (note: we 
are 50 somethings, not 20 somethings).
No outdoor family game space, like Chicken and Pickle or something similar. 93rd and Metcalf would 
have been a perfect place for any of these options.  Also 91st and Metcalf, or the former location of 
Metcalf South.

458 Not enough transportation for handicapped

459
OP is catering the younger generation, which makes sense.  But there are so many apartment 
complexes it's a wonder they can all be filled.  They are being built everywhere!!

460
One lane roads in south OP, however I know these continue to be worked on to make them 2 lanes.  I 
would also say the regional airport as the planes fly ridiculously over the neighborhoods.

461 Lack of walkability, traffic, chip and seal streets.

462

I think traffic is a challenge for the city. Limited public transportation exacerbates that. The lack of 
affordable housing prevents many who work in OP from living in OP. That has far-reaching 
consequences.

463

1.Affordable housing will continue to be a challenge. Young people and young families are the future of 
the city.
2. Development with minimal TIFS.
3. Balanced developmentâ€¦the right mix of commercial, retail, rentals apartments, condominiums 
and standalone housing.
4. Brookridge developmentâ€¦something like Meadowbrook in Prairie Village would be ideal.

464 No good bus system

465

You have to drive everywhere.
Houses all look the same.
Not much cultural diversity.

466

One barrier is that many of our communities greatest challenges are not ones I believe a single city can 
resolve by itself. Housing is a great example, it should be a focus for all cities but we need a county 
level approach at best and then cities to work together to address it. We need to work together our 
surrounding cities if we want to make progress in these areas, this also means pushing those other 
levels of government to provide their support/leadership.

467

3 main things:  public transportation, public transportation, and public transportation.  I think more 
sidewalks are needed, also, For example, there is a stretch of 93rd ST between Foster and Metcalf 
between residences and retail that has no sidewalk.  It's a dangerous walk.

468 No streetcar. Needs rail transit
469 Unique (not chain) restaurants and cafes. Especially south of 135th st.

470
The ugliness of Metcalf - with the Used Car Lots int he downtown area and the big box retail down 
south.  We are not nearly as bike-friendly and public transit friendly as we could be
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ID What do you think are barriers or challenges for our community?

471
Public perception of lack of transparency, when all information is available online and in other brick-
and-mortar resources.

472

The older people in our community not wanting change. I know this is cliche but overland park IS 
GOING to change and people to need to accept that. Imagine how much the city has already changed 
since they have been there. It can only get better.

473

I think accepting people of different cultures is hard. Everyone thinks highly of themselves, and many 
churches or mosques have faced discrimination with the recent political acts nationally and locally. It 
seems like everyone is caught up with themselves and won't love each other how we are supposed to. 
I think that it may be difficult to address this at a government level, but the discrimination should not 
be accepted. In schools, I witness my friends facing hardships outside of school. It affects their 
education and joy they've had in their life.

474
A challenge is spreading the word about new projects. Social media only reaches so far, and many 
people may not know about developments in the area.

475 I think a challenge for our community is being able to please everyone

476

I feel like there is just not enough workers for all our new service industry's. I think everyone would like 
to go to a fast food place and get their food in under 5 minutes but, there has been not a lot of workers 
to fill them. I am not sure what would motivate people to work but so many shortages for places.

477

I understand that barriers are often caused in our community by political polarization over the years. It 
is harder to come to an agreement when there are groups of people with opposing beliefs to each 
other's in what concerns the town should be focusing on. Sometimes a group may want to disregard 
the other's, or make it less of a priority and when this happens, I can see it being difficult in the City 
people in making decisions that could leave everyone satisfied. I am unsure of a solution to this at the 
moment. I personally believe Overland Park runs pretty well as a student in high school who may not 
know all the issues of the world yet: the cost of living, infrastructure, and budgetary considerations. 
However, despite not clearly being able to see the wrongs of where my home is yet, I understand that 
there will always be room for improvement somewhere.

478 access to resources for low income groups.
479 Sales tax on groceries. Constant construction on roads. Housing pricing.

480
I think a challenge is the constant construction on roads that take a long time and are very 
inconvenient. These kind of projects never get done in a timely manner.

481 i think that the stoplights are a little tedious

482
A challenge in our community is the dangerous route on 69 highway. It takes a long time for these 
dangerous roads to get fixed to be more safer and efficient.

483

We support too many developers.  We are getting too many apartment buildings and fewer single 
family homes.   If developers want to develop apartments or retail they should do it  themselves 
without the citizens of OP helping to pay for that.

484

I think a challenge for our community is that it's hard to get tourists to visit simply because of the 
location of the city. Most people who come to the city visit mainly for anything work related, but there 
aren't many people who visit for fun so it's harder for this city to be known by people across the 
country.
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ID What do you think are barriers or challenges for our community?

485
Transportation is a barrier. There should be more public transportation, especially along the resources 
available on 87th street.

486

I think there needs to be more public transportation and there should be more frequent stops at some 
locations. To be able to get to most places, it's way more efficient to have a car. For me, a location can 
be too far to drive there comfortably and it would be convenient to sometimes take public 
transportation instead of relying on my parents. More public transit would also help to reduce some 
traffic.

487

Overland Park doesn't feel like a community.  There is no central gathering space - or even regional 
gathering spaces - that have public events.  The city market used to be fun but parking is horrible now.  
Downtown is hideous with all the new apartments that have no character and offer no green spaces.  
The city is not resident focused, its development focused.  There is no master plan - simply a guideline 
that will be changed on a whim.  Not very proud of our city and I wish I could be!  Leawood, Lenexa.. 
others have done a really good job of creating character and livable cities.  OP is all about growth with 
no plan, no beauty, no character.

488 Affordable housing is a challenge.  Jobs here don't support the cost of rent

489
Fast and reliable public transit is a barrier. For a city of nearly 200,000 the amount of public transit 
service offered is inadequate.

490

One of the challenges that is always evident in any progressive city is helping citizens through the 
change process as the city evolves and gets better. That will always be a constant challenge and 
strategies need to be developed to help meet that challenge on every issue facing the city.

491 Lack of public transportation. You need a car to live or work here.
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ID Location Name Description Opportunity Type

1  Corridor to MO (transit) Connect

2
 

More connection (bikeable/walkable/public transit) to 
key workplace areas Connect

3  Improved interchanges Connect

4
Trails Trail that connects North OP to Indian Creek/South Connect

5
 

Can/should the city be livable without a car? Or without 
the ability to drive - effects quality of life. How do I get to 
these points without a car? Connect

6
 

Bridge disconnects between north "in loop" and south 
"out loop") Connect

7 Bike paths more protected bike paths Connect

8
JCCC Better connection to JCCC with public transportation Connect

9

Bluehawk

It is a growing area that will have a sports complex, 
shopping, food.  It would be great to connect this to 
northern Overland Park through a rapid transit system. Connect

10
Bus line

Line from OP to Lawrence for KU, UMKC, as well as other 
schools Connect

11
 Master plan for transportation - broken down into area Connect

12
Streetcar Connection  Connect

13
Streetcar Connection  Connect

14 Foxhill North of I435 Good accessibility Connect
15 Metcalf & College Improve walkability of this area Connect

16
 

Can/should the city be livable without a car? Or without 
the ability to drive - effects quality of life. How do I get to 
these points without a car? Connect

17
Antioch from 435 to 
135th

Since the addition of the stoplights at 124th and Antioch 
adjacent to OP fleet maintenance garage, the signal 
timing on Antioch is bad.  Improve the signal timing on 
this stretch of Antioch. Connect

18  Transportation hubs/points Connect

19
 

Bridge disconnects between north "in loop" and south 
"out loop") Connect

20
Downtown Overland 
Park

It would be amazing if someday this connected by 
streetcar to Mission and then onto the plaza Connect

21 Farmers Market add other options or days? Connect
22  Solve Traffic on 69 Hwy Connect
23 Katy Trail Bike paths Connect
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ID Location Name Description Opportunity Type

24

Heritage Park 
bike/hike trail

Connect Heritage Park to Missouri along 159th. Street 
using a bike/hike trail, eventually connecting to Missouri. 
Also connect to Ossawatamie and the Flint Hills Trail 
using another bike/hike trail segment.

Connect

25

93rd and Foster.

This is just one example of streets in need of sidewalks. 
Most residential neighborhoods are fine for walking.  It's 
when one wants to walk to a grocery store, for instance, 
that the problems arise.  The biking trails are cool, but 
they don't go everywhe Connect

26  Streetcar from downtown KC to DTOP Connect
27  Transportation hubs/points Connect

28

Public Transport

Public transport, sidewalks, bike lanes, traffic lights, 
crosswalks, elevated/tunnel all along Metcalf, 135th, and 
many other streets

Connect

29
EV Charging Stations 
(citywide?)  Connect

30  Connections to other cities via trails Connect

31
PDD

Connect Promotory development district to 
neighborhoods and DTOP - walking and biking Connect

32
Metcalf Rapid transit, dedicated to Metcalf.  The spine of OP. Connect

33 Commercial area on 
BV Parkway/Metcalf

Multi-use path running N/S, south of 123rd dead-ends 
opposite of Costco.  There are no facilities for walking or 
cycling in this area. Connect

34
Metcalf/119th

Add roundabout here and at other major intersections in 
deep OP. Cut down traffic wait time. Connect

35  East/West corridor at 167th Connect
36 Roundabouts Eliminate roundabouts Connect
37 coffee creek trail Please extend this trail to the east. Connect

38
 

Connectivity to and with our neighbors - front yard living 
and walkability Connect

39  Walking around businesses Connect
40 151st & Quivira Straighten out boundary at 151st & Quivira Connect
41 Walkabilty Walkability at JCCC, 95th, 75th, major districts Connect

42
Farley

There is a sidewalk section missing at Farley - connect to 
other trails Connect
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ID Location Name Description Opportunity Type

43 Overland Park City 
Center

With multi-family, office and multi- use all in close 
proximity and walkable, this area could be easily 
converted to live, work play Connect

44
Aspiria

There is so much potential at Aspiria. How do we grow, 
increase the experience and connect this area of OP. Connect

45  Walkways around businesses Connect
46 Metcalf Continue to make Metcalf corridor more walkable Connect
47 Farmer's market  Connect

48

Public Transport

Public transport, sidewalks, bike lanes, traffic lights, 
crosswalks, elevated/tunnel all along Metcalf, 135th, and 
many other streets

Connect

49

All of Metcalf avenue

All truck traffic should be added to this highway.  Why 
destroy our neighborhoods with pollution and traffic on 
Antioch while Metcalf is all ready a designated highway 
with existing roads.  It has plenty of development room 
for more gulogs/apartments and Connect

50 Roundabouts Eliminate roundabouts Connect

51
Bus line

Line from OP to Lawrence for KU, UMKC, as well as other 
schools Connect

52
Public transportation buses, streetcar Connect

53
EV Charging Stations 
(citywide?)  Connect

54
 

Connect commercial developments to residential 
opportunities Connect

55
Blue hawk

Outside of highway access, focus on how we better 
mobility to this important part of our city. Connect

56
 

Streetcar system connecting attractions, shopping, and 
dining. Connect

57   Connect

58
Downtown OP

I would like to focus some effort on making this easier to 
get to from southern OP and from KC proper. Connect

59  Transit east to west Connect

60
 Improve public transportation, connect to Katy Trail Connect

61 Shuttle  Connect
62 Metcalf Streetcar  Connect
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ID Location Name Description Opportunity Type

63

Metcalf Trolley

I'd like to see some form of transit that runs North/South 
on Metcalf to connect the North and South of the city, 
especially on Farmer's Market days Connect

64 KCI Improve connectivity to KCI Connect
65 Metcalf Streetcar  Connect

66 Quivira, Switzer, 
Antioch

Let's develop this area with affordable single-family 
homes, parks, trails, even some shopping/dining Connect

67 DT OP Connect downtown OP north and south Connect

68

Metcalf + Major roads

Add bike lanes on Metcalf especially! Public bus transport 
stinks and Overland Park is sprawling; residents should 
have the option to travel and arrive safely to their 
destination by bike. Connect

69  Complete 175th and 179th streets Connect
70  Connect parks to new apartments Connect
71 Metcalf Continue to make Metcalf corridor more walkable Connect

72
 

Microtransit/city bus expand. Publicize about public 
transportation Connect

73
 Tunnel connecting one side of Metcalf to the other Connect

74
Trails

Connect the trail systems together to get more mobility 
across the city safely Connect

75 Metcalf Continue to make Metcalf corridor more walkable Connect
76  Connections to other cities via trails Connect

77
 

Narrower roads - slow people down, use that space for 
sidewalks, trees, etc. Connect

78 OPCC  Connect

79
Blue River Greenway  Connect

80 bike trails/paths  Connect
81  Improved interchanges Connect

82 Mass transit/complete 
streets  Connect

83
 At bigger intersections, it is intimidating for pedestrians Connect

84
Rosanna Square

I heard Mrs. Garcia talking about Rosanna Square and 
wanted to know more about what it was. Connect

85
 Tunnel connecting one side of Metcalf to the other Connect

86
 

Can/should the city be livable without a car? Or without 
the ability to drive - effects quality of life. How do I get to 
these points without a car? Connect
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ID Location Name Description Opportunity Type

87  69 to 35 south loop Connect
88 Walkabilty Walkability at JCCC, 95th, 75th, major districts Connect
89  Shuttle to downtown at night Connect

90

Entire city

I would like to see better bike infrastructure.  There have 
been some efforts, but they are mostly painted line bike 
lanes, which actually make it less safe for cyclists.  I 
would like to see the city accomodate alternative forms 
of transportation rather Connect

91 Across Metcalf Pedestrian friendly Connect
92 Metcalf Continue to make Metcalf corridor more walkable Connect

93

Turkey Creek Trail

Finish the turkey creek trail and support adjacent cities to 
establish a green/trail corridor for the north part of our 
city and region to allow better bike/pedestrian access. Connect

94 Walkabilty Walkability at JCCC, 95th, 75th, major districts Connect

95
 

Can/should the city be livable without a car? Or without 
the ability to drive - effects quality of life. How do I get to 
these points without a car? Connect

96  Transportation hubs/points Connect

97 Metcalf between 75th 
and 79th

Provide a crosswalk and another stoplight to enable 
people to cross the street to the bus station or walk 
downtown with ease. Connect

98

SM Parkway & Metcalf

Get rid of the current highway style interchange and 
create a more traditional intersection with slip lanes. The 
current setup is chaotic and stressful. Connect

99  Connections to other cities via trails Connect
100  Connecting residential areas to businesses Connect
101  Senior transportation Connect
102  Connect to other cities/I35 corridor Connect
103 Bike lanes Bike lanes expanded Connect

104
Coffee Creek 
Greenway  Connect

105
EV Charging Stations 
(citywide?)  Connect

106
Metcalf Ave between 
Johnson Dr on the 
north to at least 105th 
ST on the south.

This is probably the best artery on which to begin a 
streetcar system.  (See KC for a wildly popular system). 
From there, in future years, can be added east/west 
spurs.  OP is becoming more and more clogged with cars - 
there are more responsible ways to Connect

107  Use public transportation north to south Connect
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ID Location Name Description Opportunity Type

108
Streetcar Connection  Connect

109
 Improve public transportation, connect to Katy Trail Connect

110

95th & Metcalf

Shuttle buses or trolley cars are needed, similar to other 
cities such as Little Rock, to transport people from areas 
of Overland Park to downtown Overland Park since the 
city did not sufficiently plan for enough parking in 
downtown Overland Park.  Altho Connect

111

Tennis courts at 
Kensington Park

These courts get busy and there are just the two for quite 
a few residents. It would be beneficial to residents if 
lights were installed (ones designed for minimal light 
pollution and warmer tone  - and also placed in such a 
way to minimize impact to hom Connect

112  Streetcar to connect shopping areas Connect
113  Public transportation - buses, streetcar Connect

114
 

Can/should the city be livable without a car? Or without 
the ability to drive - effects quality of life. How do I get to 
these points without a car? Connect

115

91st & Glenwood

It is extremely dangerous for pedestrians to cross at 91st 
& Metcalf. There needs to be some kind of walk light or 
signal.  Millions of dollars were spent on a trail here but 
residents take their lives in their hands if they want to 
cross the street to c Connect

116
 

Need better off-street pedestrian and cycling paths - safe 
for family and daily chores, commuting Connect

117  Connections to other cities via trails Connect

118
continue boulevards  Connect

119
 

Can/should the city be livable without a car? Or without 
the ability to drive - effects quality of life. How do I get to 
these points without a car? Connect

120
Autonomous shuttles No fixed track Connect

121  Connect North OP to South OP better? Connect
122 Stadium transport  Connect
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ID Location Name Description Opportunity Type

123
West Bike Path 
Corporate Woods 
South

There is an opportunity to connect Corporate Woods 
South Park (via west side of Indian Creek Trail) to 
Valleybrooke Park (Nieman Rd/108th Terrace/108th st) 
and potentially a link into Oak Park to the north. 
The more maintained bike paths we have connect Connect

124
Downtown Overland 
Park

This area, along with others nearby on Metcalf avenue, 
have a younger denser population who would probably 
love to have more transportation options. Connect

125  Protected bike lanes Connect
126 Katy Trail Bike paths Connect
127 Arboretum Outdoor experiences expanded at arboretum Experience
128  Maximize development around libraries Experience
129 Deanna Rose  Experience
130 Arboretum Lots to see and do at the Arboretum Experience

131
 

More overt communication from city leaders about 
diversity, equity, and inclusion Experience

132 Golf courses OP Skyes and St Andrews gold Experience

133

Keeper Farm & 
Arboritum

I marked this place as a spot to build a conservation 
department and local community gardens. I just moved 
here and OP does not have any Kansas conservation 
department in the surround area for almost a hundred 
miles. Plus I think teaching kids about the Experience

134

Future Park

Much of the agricultural land in Southern Overland Park 
is being turned into residential.  The land on the other 
side of Quivira from here is already being developed and 
all the trees ripped out.  At the moment this land belongs 
to a nice couple, who far Experience

135
 

More outdoor recreation areas  - tennis, baseball, 
pickleball, etc. Experience

136 Arboretum  Experience

137
Public market/event 
space  Experience

138
Aspiria

There is so much potential at Aspiria. How do we grow, 
increase the experience and connect this area of OP. Experience

139
 

Another community center in Southern OP may be 
needed Experience
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ID Location Name Description Opportunity Type

140

DTOP

Lets continue to have public events and opportunities for 
fun/entertainment in DTOP. The development has been 
great, the farmers market renovation will be a one in a 
lifetime opportunity for us to really set the stage. Experience

141
Live performance 
venue a gathering place? Experience

142
Blue River Greenway  Experience

143  Outdoor concerts Experience

144

Stanley nature park

I want to see this spot grow and have more local 
experiences like learning about nature as adults how to 
start your own garden and have community gardens in 
OP. Experience

145 JCCC  Experience

146
JCCC performing arts  Experience

147 Gathering Space Community gathering space for large festivals Experience
148  Continue commitment to downtown Experience

149
Deer Creek Golf 
Course

The city has destroyed this important green space by 
dumping so much storm water onto the course that it 
can no longer manage the water flow during heavy rains.  
The city has ruined this green space and now it is 
threatened. Experience

150
 

Communication network to reach non-English speakers, 
less tech-savvy residents Experience

151 Corporate Woods  Experience

152
 Continued development of youth sports and things to do Experience

153 Corporate Woods Could have food trucks, other uses of first floors Experience
154 City Hall Free day at city facilities Experience

155
 

Underutilized offices with more remote workers. even 
during the week Experience

156 Corporate Woods Trails are wonderful Experience
157 167th /US 69 We need more amenities for south OP Experience
158 Brookridge Venue for festivals Experience
159 Community Center Community center in southern part of city Experience
160 Matt Ross Great place for events and activities Experience

161

First Baptist Church

my faith community, which is also in walking distance 
from a diversity of other faith communities like 
Congregation Beth Israel.  Fostering community among 
diversity is a strength rather than a threat to healthy 
neighborhoods Experience
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ID Location Name Description Opportunity Type

162 Community garden  Experience

163
 

Enhancing environmentally positive development to 
enhance dark sky and natural space Experience

164  Family fun (not bars) Experience
165 Meadowbrook Park Great example of density, gathering, park Experience

166
Meeting Space

Free meeting space for large 
groups/orchestra/performances Experience

167
Meeting Space

Free meeting space for large 
groups/orchestra/performances Experience

168
 

How can we better/more conveniently connect North to 
the Arboretum? Can we get a big space like this in the 
North Wards? Experience

169 Downtown Walkability and general vibe of downtown Experience
170 Aspiria Entertainment venue Experience

171 Stanley Community 
Center

I'd like to see a community center like Matt Ross opened 
somewhere in the south of the city (south of 151st) Experience

172 Museum Expand JoCo Museum Experience
173  Libraries citywide Experience
174 Arboretum  Experience

175
 

More trees, especially in the soccer stadium and areas 
with no shade Experience

176
Nowheresville

It is just beyond some new construction, not much going 
on. Experience

177 Aspiria / Overland Park 
Events Center

Outdoor and/or indoor amphitheater.  Place for larger 
events (concerts, sporting events, comedy tours, etc.) Experience

178
Arts and Heritage 
Center

Even more programs for seniors @ arts and heritage 
center Experience

179
 Continued development of youth sports and things to do Experience

180
Santa Fe Trail street

Great potential for a pedestrian and bicyle trail that 
connects the northern part of the city to downtown 
Overland Park Experience

181  Support fair - music, food options Experience
182  Opportunity for innovative development Experience

183
 

We need a My Play Cafe, or other things to do with small 
children besides parks Experience

184
 

More community events in other areas (Juneteenth 
celebration - music, art, charity events) Experience

185 Prairiefire  Experience
186 Corbin oark Would like this area to be more walkable Experience
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187
 Continued development of youth sports and things to do Experience

188 Deanna Rose keep adding and developing more attractions Experience

189
 

Want more community facilities far north (e.g. health 
centers) Experience

190  Focus on local businesses instead of franchises Experience
191 Dog park Park is very nice! Experience
192 Music venues  Experience
193  Is this under control to meet this and all above? Experience

194

Downtown OP

Maintain the authenticity while adding the number of 
days and hours of operation for activities.  7 days a week 
of a thriving retail place and businesses are open beyond 
4:30 pm Experience

195
Arboretum

Live music, arts events. Maybe another outdoor event 
space Experience

196 Dog parks  Experience
197 Arboretum Arboretum is a gem! Experience
198 Arboretum  Experience

199

Vacant building

This building currently has no businesses inside. Located 
between a large apartment complex and a WIP food 
vendor campus, it is a great candidate for a new local 
recreational venue. This could breathe new life into the 
surrounding area and help create a Experience

200

Corporate woods S 
Park

I want this place to have more experiences and 
opportunities for local residents. There’s currently no 
places for community gardens in OP and we do not have 
a local conservation department either. I think having 
both of those things to learn more about Experience

201
Convention Center 
area

Develop this area in a manner that would draw locals, 
visitors and convention delegates.  Less surface parking 
and more entertainment options that are within a few 
blocks walk Experience

202 Brookridge  Experience
203 JCCC City joint events with college i.e. Food Fest Experience

204
 

More community events in other areas (Juneteenth 
celebration - music, art, charity events) Experience

205  JoCo A+H museum could be better Experience
206 Topgolf  Experience

207
Prairiefire

It has a downtown feel with events that could grow with 
the addition of small grouping of artist sales, Experience
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208
 

Focus on local business instead of franchises; 
151st/159th/Antioch Experience

209

downtown OP

This should be the heart and soul of our city.  Its just ugly.  
We have a cute business district with massive apartment 
buildings that have no character.  The growth in this area 
is really disappointing.  It could have been done so much 
better if charact Experience

210

175th and Quivira

There is too much residential  populated in this area with 
no amenities, no retail, no restaurants.  Needs zoning to 
make it feel more like a community 

Experience

211
95/Metcalf

Needs a movie theater or an event location
Experience

212 Thompson Park  Experience

213

College Blvd

Condense parking (stack) to reduce massive amount of 
surface parking.  Infill with multi-famiily, green space, 
retail or other entertainment attraction. Experience

214  Let's add a bilingual El Centro preschool Experience

215
Farmers Market South  Experience

216
Meeting Space

Free meeting space for large 
groups/orchestra/performances Experience

217
 

More community events in other areas (Juneteenth 
celebration - music, art, charity events) Experience

218 Corporate Woods Maximize value of corporate woods public space Experience
219  Multicultural/heritage sharing events Experience

220
Aspiria

Maximize growth of Aspira campus, along with Jewish 
community center Experience

221  Internet access citywide Experience

222

St. Andrews Golf Club

Renovate and enhance the experience at st. andrews golf 
course.  Should be modeled similar to Lady Sykes / Club 
27.  Create a place for entertainment (restaurant, bar and 
golf). Experience

223
SW OP - green space, 
density  Experience

224  City market/farmers market Experience

225
 

Live, work, play district for South OP. Majority did find 
this important, but we did have dissent on this as a 
priority. Experience
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226
JoCo Community 
College music, concerts, plays Experience

227 JCCC More widely accessible events and the arts Experience

228
Downtown 
OP/farmers market  Experience

229 Fireworks  Experience

230

 

More music opportunities around the community, and 
less permits required to do so. Free concerts, pop up park 
concerts. Promote fun, and let the music be over 75 
decibels Experience

231
Live performance 
venue a gathering place? Experience

232  NH Street revitalization is appreciated! Experience

233
N. OP home updates  Grow

234
Johnson County 
Community College

The largest center of learning in the county, and the most 
affordable post-high school education. Grow

235
 

Keep homes in older neighborhoods viable and 
affordable Grow

236 SE OP Needs more/better Grow
237 Corporate Woods Reinvent office space at Corp Woods. Mixed use? Grow
238 Parks  Grow

239
Bluhawk

develop Bluhawk ice skating, garden, walkways, 
performance venues Grow

240

The local Theatre

I want to see this theatre reopen under local 
management to help revive downtown OP! I absolutely 
love small business and mom and pop stores and don’t 
like how downtown OP has become so sterile and 
modern lacking personality and culture. Grow

241
 

Repurpose building vs. tear down and rebuild - save our 
heritage Grow

242

Downtown OP

DTOP is becoming a desirable entertainment district.  A 
small hotel is needed to accommodate visitors and a new 
revenue source to sustain retail. Grow

243 Oak Park Reimagine the area, but keep the mall! Grow

244 159th and 69 highway 
shopping center

Continue to grow this shopping district with more 
restaurants and stores. Grow

245 Parks  Specifically north of 435/wards 1 & 2 Grow
246 JCCC  Grow

247
 

Treescape updated on scheduled basis/legacy of 
greenery committee continued Grow
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248 General suggestions diverse infill housing, accessory dwelling units Grow

249
Public transportation Especially for seniors Grow

250

South OP

I recognize most Greenfield development is occurring out 
south, I also recognize most new homes are built out 
south etc. There are some great city amenities like the 
Arboretum but they feel on an island. To me - its lacking 
character, and density that wo Grow

251  Public market, event space Grow

252
Brookridge CC

I would like to see this property developed similar to 
Meadowbrook in Prairie Village. Grow

253 Bowling Rehab/fix the old Arcade Bowl Grow

254
Public transportation Especially for seniors Grow

255 Extreme North OP Location, access Grow
256 Corporate Woods housing? Grow
257 Housing in all areas  Grow

258
SW OP area - 
greenspace, density  Grow

259
Entertainment venues Wide variety of venues Grow

260

Corner lot of JCCC at 
College and Quivira

This area is an eyesore and blaring reminder of the 
destruction of the natural environment that occurs in 
cities. I drive past this field every day on my commute to 
work and makes me wonder why my anxiety and stress 
levels were much lower when I was comm Grow

261 Stillwell  Grow

262
Hilltop Park

There’s some open space and I think it’d be neat to have 
a park close to my house and in that area! Grow

263 Tomahawk Creek  Grow

264
 

Community services - if you want to have a great 
community it starts with stable families. Important safety 
component. Grow

265
 

Extend utilities to outlying areas - rebuild existing utilities 
in older areas Grow

266

Milburn Community 
Park

It does not provide community benefit as is, and could be 
one day turned into an enormous community asset like 
Shawnee Mission Park or Meadowbrook Park that is 
accessible to the north part of our city and beneficial to 
surrounding neighborhoods. Grow
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267
 Land use and reuse to enhance neighborhoods and OP Grow

268
 

Remove unused commercial buildings, concrete parking 
lots, and develop single family neighborhoods Grow

269 JCCC Opportunity to improve traffic near JCCC Grow
270  Needs complete overhaul, no continuity Grow

271

Overland Park Plaza

Easy access to public scooters and pedestrians currently 
in the area can be a foundation for a further walkable 
tourist attraction and neighborhood center. Grow

272 Arboretum  Grow

273

Merriam drive

Could really use a bike lane to link up with the other 
cities that have added bike lanes on this road.  This road 
is used by a lot of bike commuters and recreational riders 
to get downtown. Grow

274

75th street corridor

Businesses and homes 1 to 2 blocks to the west of 75th 
and metcalf need to be developed/improved.  Speed 
limit on 75th street should be raised to 45.  No one goes 
35 and there are few houses that have driveways that 
would have to back out onto 75th.  Mos Grow

275
 

Expand green infrastructure - make invalid HOA 
restrictions on solar panels Grow

276
Bison Herd at 
Arboretum/Kemper 
Farm

Introducing bison to the arboretum/kemper farm as a 
means to better maintain the tallgrass prairie and add 
another education/outreach opportunity to the city. Also 
as a way to acknowledge and honor the indigenous 
people whose land was stolen. Grow

277
Parks and ballfields

I would like to see a dog park go here including a 
separate small dog park. Or perhaps only a small (big 
dogs can go anywhere). Grow

278 91st & Lamar & 
throughout OP

Please provide adequate budget to public works dept for 
basic city services such as replacing a traffic light after the 
end of it's 40 year life cycle. Grow

279 Soccer complex More trees and shade Grow

280
Blue Hawk

Good place for Brewery., and another place like Strang 
Hall, that is in downtown OP. A place like that would be 
great out south! Grow

281
Oak Park Mall Rip and replace north of Oak park to create interest again Grow
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282
 

More trees in the right of way (along roads like 119th, 
127th, etc) between street and sidewalk for safety Grow

283
Outdoor amphitheater 
(?) Outdoor planned events - concerts, movies Grow

284

95th and Antioch

I think this area has a lot going for it. It is within a close 
walking distance to a bunch of homes and offers some 
good places for food. Drink, and shopping. Though I think 
it could use an improvement as there are a bunch of 
vacant store fronts and traf Grow

285
159th and south

Large population with under served restaurant and retail 
options. Grow

286

Downtown OP

This should be an "Arts and entertainment district." I see   
it as a destination for the entire Metro area with more 
dining options, art galleries, and live music. Grow

287
 

Trees, trees, trees! Help property owners maintain trees. 
Also, more parks. Grow

288  Small homes under 1000sqft Grow

289

95th Street

Need a light rail or trolley line going East and West on 
95th. Street. Goes from Leawood to past I-35.

Also need a ight rail or trolley line goin North and South 
on Metcalf Avenue. Grow

290

BluHawk area

It would be great to see a VARIETY of restaurants added - 
pizza, coffee, breakfast, nice sit down, local restaurants; 
we also need to add affordable housing, not apartment 
buildings Grow

291
OP bike trails

I am interested in promoting the idea of the Overland 
Park Trails Association Grow

292
Entertainment venues Wide variety of venues Grow

293
75th/Metcalf Develop stretch of Metcalf near 5th (access control) Grow

294
103rd street

need bike lanes all over the city to make it more cyclist 
friendly Grow

295
downtown OP We need some kind of pubic transportation in DTOP Grow

296 167th & Antioch Great location for a large park Grow
297 Downtown develop/maintain downtown as needed Grow
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298

City-wide bicycle trails

Not sure how to mark this on your map! We need more 
connectivity from north to south to ride bikes. The bike 
lanes and sharrows don’t provide safe cycling. More 
mixed use trails like 143rd st, but going north to south. 
I’d love to ride to the Farmers Grow

299 95th and Antioch  Grow

300
Farmer's 
market/downtown  Grow

301  Ranch Mart South development Grow

302

North Overland Park

This place is void of any bike, walking paths, or trail 
systems. Is it possible to create ways to connect down to 
the path in Cherokee Park or somehow build walking 
paths into this area? Grow

303
Bluhawk

Develop Bluhawk ice skating, garden, walkways, 
performance venues Grow

304 Oak Park Mall  Grow

305
south Overland Park

I would like to see more public parks and public art in 
southern OP. Grow

306 Aspiria Revitalize Aspiria, keep and bring businesses Grow
307  Pocket neighborhood - affordability Grow

308
 

Create incubator in Congleton area, tech/welding or JoCo 
expansion Grow

309
Public transportation Especially for seniors Grow

310

95th & Metcalf

centrally located, accessible, would be great to add "lock 
and leave" type communities - villas, rowhomes, smaller 
single-family homes with nearby shopping/dining 
amenities; we need to compete with the bigger cities to 
keep our kids from moving away Grow

311 Deer Creek  Grow
312 Mid OP put in more small shops, not corporate shops Grow

313

75th & Metcalf

Would like to see some revitalization in this area, 
specifically in the buildings and strip malls. Everything 
looks dingy and unkempt. Also, I noticed that it may need 
improvements to walkability and public transportation 
access. The bus stops could use Grow

314  Food security/community gardens Grow
315  Bring in additional jobs and industries Grow

316
 

Opportunity for innovative housing, retail, new 
neighborhoods/villages Grow

317  Dog parks north and south of OP Grow
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318 Parks neighborhood parks in South OP Grow

319
Rental Rundown

Looks like rental properties or uncaring homeowners 
along this section of antioch Grow

320
Brookridge

If Brookridge closes this property would be a good place 
to expand the streamway trail and city park system. Grow

321 Stanley  Grow
322 Downtown Add more to downtown and expand what exists Grow
323 Brookridge Keep green space Grow

324
Deer Creek Floodplain 
Restoration

Restore the floodplain for tomahawk creek at the old 
deer creek golf course for multi beneficial reasons. Water 
quality, flood risk reduction, habitat, climate resilience, 
carbon sequestration, trail connection, recreation, and 
more. Grow

325  Trendy hotel in downtown Grow
326  City contract for trash, not per HOA Grow
327  Manufacturing or large business development Grow

328
Downtown OP

Continue to revitalize downtown. This is a gem and offers 
such a great living experience. Grow

329 Oak Park Preserve Bluejacket Pool Grow

330
 

Moderate density residential and more moderate single 
family Grow

331 Farmers Market  Grow
332 Aspira Revitalize Aspira, keep and bring businesses Grow
333  Attract light industry, spread the tax burden Grow

334
affordable housing - 
single income  Grow

335
Empty space along 
Metcalf  Grow

336 Arboretum Continue to grow Arboretum Grow
337 college blvd Implement the college blvd study Grow
338 Affordable housing  Grow

339
Metcalf Corridor

Increase residential and commercial density along 
Metcalf Grow

340
Tomahawk Creek trail

Trail is decaying and needs to be fixed here and around 
the lake. Grow

341 Old Sears Needs to be revitalized. Grow

342
Black Bob Band of 
Shawnee Wetland 
Complex

This area is a huge opportunity to address downstream 
and upstream flooding by building a large wetland 
complex on the Briggs Sod Farm. Lots of opportunity for 
multi benefits: water quality, flood risk reduction, 
migratory bird habitat, native flora/faun Grow

343 Public art more public art! Grow
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344  Grow housing for seniors and maintenance Grow

345
 

Build affordable retirement community - like The Villages 
in Florida Grow

346
 

Intentional community of tiny houses - veterans, retirees, 
first time home buyers Grow

347  Charging station for electric cars expanded Grow

348
Performing Arts Plaza

Could be used for more community spaces. Preforming 
arts spaces! Grow

349
87th and Santa Fe

Corridor should connect to DTOP - lot of need for 
health/human services Grow

350 Aspira Continue to grow Aspira campus Grow
351  multi-family recycling programs Grow
352  Grow healthcare in South Grow
353  Revitalize shallow depth office Grow

354
Southern Downtown Create a "city center"/ south Downtown area Grow

355 OP Mall  Grow

356

All of OP

Please include money in the budget for the public works 
department to be able to replace traffic lights when they 
reach the end of their 40 year cycle

Grow

357
 Sustainable development in response to climate change Grow

358
Bluejacket pool & park

Would like new playground equipment and the pool to 
open. The park gets a lot of use by all ages. Grow

359 Oak Park Mall  Grow
360 Aspiria  Grow

361
abandoned Incredibles Renovate this location and build something new Grow

362

Stanley Historic District

There is so little of this kind of business in town, outside 
of downtown OP. I'd like to see the Stanley 
neighborhood encourage more businesses to build in the 
style of the historic buildings on the SE corner of 151st 
and Metcalf, by which I mean sidewal Grow

363 103rd and 69 Accessibility Grow

364
167th /US 69

We need more amenities for the large population in 
south OP. Grow

365
Entertainment venues Wide variety of venues Grow

366
College Blvd Reimagine the corridor in a post-Covid environment Grow

367 Outdated shopping Maybe apartments here Grow
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368
 

Renewable energy opportunities in residential and 
business Grow

369
Parks

Add to park/green space - with new development, add 
community green space Grow

370 stillwell it is very peace ful Grow
371 Brookridge  Grow
372 Expand trail system  Grow

373
BluHawk

It needs nicer restaurants that compete with Red Door 
and better shops.  And a gas station. Grow

374
Park at 167th

Works love to see more playground equipment added. 
Maybe similar to Nall park in Prairie Village. Grow

375
Parks

Grow them everywhere. Like green spaces, rec 
opportunities (golf, structures, sports) Grow

376 Blue Hawk Would like more local establishments Grow
377 Far North OP  Grow
378 Parks  Grow

379
151st and 69 Highway

Needs to be updated and grow. Development here feels 
weak and not well planned. Grow

380

All Overland Park

More recycling opportunities needed for apartment 
dwellers.  Whenever I ask the city staff or council about 
recycling other than 119th & Hardy (which is extremely 
difficult to use due to not enough room to get in and out 
of that small location, I am trea Grow

381 More Green Space  Grow

382
Whataburger

This is an empty building that could use a popular 
restaurant! This would bring life back to this area. Grow

383
Entertainment venues Wide variety of venues Grow

384
 

Zoning evaluation? Is there a better way to encourage 
diversity of options? Grow

385 Downtown OP Continue to grow Downtown OP Grow

386
Senior living

All-inclusive complexes - medical, recreation. Senior 
activity center, or expand senior activities in existing 
facilities Grow

387  Needs a complete overhaul; no continuity Grow

388
Oak Park Change Oak Park mall - add hotel and entertainment Grow

389 Bluhawk Gathering place for recreation, families Grow

390 Santa Fe Commons 
Park

Downtown OP needs green, usable, safe public space. 
Most public outdoor spaces around are surrounded by 
concrete Grow

391 Oak Park Mall  Grow
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392
Developers

Can we require trail to be wider (x2), sidewalks to 
neighborhoods and districts Grow

393 Arboretum Continue to develop this treasure Grow

394
 

Neighborhood redevelopment to better align new and 
old, maintenance, amenities Grow

395
DTOP

Continue investing and growing, especially farmer's 
market, restaurants, shopping. Grow

396
Home

This is where I grew up.  The homes are getting older and 
are starting to not be maintained.  The city needs to 
reinvest north of 435 Grow

397
College Blvd More density/affordable housing in College Blvd district Grow

398 Oak Park Mall  Grow
399  Better use of water resources to plan for future Grow

400

Oak Park Mall

The mall is aging and needs revitalization. Other malls 
have densified their parking lots with apartments, 
parking garages, and other uses. OPM should do the 
same. Grow

401
An open field

This place has the potential to be a park or recreational 
space and could be developed into a community space. Grow

402  Road projects and city infrastructure Grow
403 Older corridor Older corridor Grow
404 JCCC Controlled growth Grow
405 Bike paths  Grow

406
Single Ranch Homes in 
downtown OP area - 
Front Porch Concept

Many older ranch homes within 2 mile diameter of 
downtown OP are in need of refresh. One concepts that 
similar communities have adopted is front porch 
renovation. The idea is to upgrade the front of the house 
with large, covered front porches. The standa Grow

407
Entertainment venues Wide variety of venues Grow

408 Parks  Grow

409
Bowling alley It is an eyesore. Fine owner for dangerous parking lot Grow

410  Build smaller, more affordable homes Grow
411  Attainable housing across the city Grow

412
Farmer's Market 
redevelopment  Grow

413 Brookridge nice to have a low key country club close by Maintain
414 Arboretum  Maintain

415
Downtown OP Save what is left of downtown op.  No more high rises. Maintain
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416 Deanna Rose  Maintain
417 St Andrews A treasure to maintain Maintain

418

Sound wall on 69 Hwy 
and 435

The overpass from Quivira to 69 was expanded and 
improved a few years ago. There was no consideration 
given to the Valleybrooke neighborhood south of this 
where the sound wall was not installed all the way. There 
is a wall from where the tunnel begins an Maintain

419  NO MORE ANNEXATION Maintain

420 Overland Park 
Arboretum

I appreciate the arboretum for it's beauty and also 
because it gives the community an opprotunity to 
connect with local nature. Maintain

421 test test Maintain
422 Downtown Preserve and protect downtown Maintain
423 City golf courses  Maintain
424  Maintain beauty without overdevelopment Maintain
425 Police Safety Police and fire resources Maintain
426 Trails Corporate woods trail and Brookridge trail Maintain

427

163 street and Quivera

Do not put in more houses in the areas by the creek that 
are open land! Please leave it alone don’t develop more 
land that will add pollution to the creek and area and 
take away from the quality and existing environment! 
Please enough! Maintain

428 Arboretum Grow, protect, and improve Maintain
429 Deanna Rose Try to add another venue like that Maintain
430 Downtown Walkability and vibe of downtown Maintain
431 Deanna Rose  Maintain
432 Arboretum & Parks  Maintain
433 Green Space Maintain all existing green spaces and parks Maintain

434 The corner of 135 and 
Antioch

Please NO MORE APARTMENTS HERE put in a park for 
walking dogs people exercise with beauty trees plants 
etc!!! Maintain

435 Golf courses  Maintain
436 Farmer's market  Maintain
437 Parks Park system and how to connect it Maintain
438  Healthy homes program to maintain properties Maintain

439
Brookridge

Leave as green space.  Do not develop an office park or 
high rise apartment buildings.  This is a single family 
home neighborhood. Maintain

440
Indian Creek Pkwy 
Trails  Maintain

441  Good selection of public and private school Maintain
442 Soccer Parks  Maintain
443 Soccer complex Love this space.  A treasure. Maintain
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444 Arboretum  Maintain
445  Maintain sewer and utilities Maintain
446  Diversity of commercial to residential Maintain
447 Library system Redesign library Maintain
448 Downtown Historic downtown great for shopping and dining Maintain

449
Golf courses

Great amenity fir both residents, visitors, etc. Like 
Sykes/Lady clubhouse and all courses Maintain

450
Residential area near 
shopping

Streets and Sidewalks are in poor condition.  But so many 
good places to walk or drive to be safe. Maintain

451
Matt Ross/Tomahawk  Maintain

452 Founders Park  Maintain
453 Arboretum  Maintain

454
Downtown OP

Review the downtown form based code to see if 
residents feel it should be altered. Maintain

455 Arboretum  Maintain

456
Brookridge Golf Course Very few golf courses in area Maintain

457
Pepper Pointe 
subdivision This is where I live and love the quiet neighborhood. Maintain

458
Bike Trail

I love being able to walk next to the creek and see 
animals Maintain

459
Downtown Overland 
Park

Stop putting high rise apartments in downtown OP.  
Maintain it's character as is. Maintain

460 Arboretum Need to preserve parks and amenities Maintain

461

Indian Creek Bike Path

You can not imagine the deplorable condition that the 
bike path is from 119th Street to Switzer.  Yes I know that 
it is in a flood plane but we pay taxes……A LOT.  Fix it!!  
Permanently with concrete like most other major cities. Maintain

462

Shannon Valley.

I would like to keep this place the same with the trail and 
the park.  The park could definitely use some 
improvement, however as some boards are rotting and 
the trees have dead sections. Maintain

463
Southern Overland 
Park

Control urban sprawl. Put a bike/hike trail around the city 
to discourage future urban sprawl. Maintain

464
Antioch Road

Remove all truck traffic and switch it all back to Metcalf.  
It is polluting our neighborhoods and causing more 
accidents.  Metcalf is a highway. Maintain

465 Downtown OP  Maintain
466 Golf courses - public  Maintain

467
69 Alternate Highway

When heading southbound from blue Valley Parkway. 
The merge in this intersection is horrible. Trying to get off 
the exit at 135th St.! Maintain
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468 Deanna Rose  Maintain
469 Parks and trails Deanna Rose, sports facilities Maintain

470
Schools

All school campuses especially JCCC and other post high 
school institutions Maintain

471  City golf courses and trails Maintain
472 Parks Don't lose parks! Maintain

473
 

Preserve open space along Camp Branch, Wolf Creek, 
Blue River, Indian Creek corridors Maintain

474
Deanna Rose 
Farmstead

I love it. Going there as a kid, and even now as an adult.  
It's how a zoo should be. Maintain

475 Sykes Great restaurant and affordable golf Maintain

476
Deer Creek Golf 
Course

Imperative to address the storm water runoff issues so 
this can be restored to its original purpose. Do not 
develop on this land or convert to open green space or 
park. Maintain

477

Deanna Rose

This is a unique venue that has become a travel 
destination for those visiting OP. It is an important part 
of my family’s life, as my children grew up learning about 
Kansas and the animals on a farm. They volunteered 
there and learned to give back to t Maintain

478 Soccer fields  Maintain

479

Tomahawk Creek Trail

The trail is really looking tired. The surface has settled 
and you have to dodge cracks and dips all over the trail. 
Also, our trails are so narrow. If two people are walking 
abreast, you can’t safely pass them on a bike. Just a few 
feet wider would he Maintain

480
Library

Continue to maintain and add cultural enrichment 
options for the arts and literature, and ensure equal 
access to a diversity of people Maintain

481 Deanna Rose Deanna Rose is a crown jewel of OP Maintain
482  Greenway linkages and JoCo trails system Maintain

483
Schools - everywhere  Maintain

484

143rd and Antioch

Would like to see the noise ordinance enforced when 
drivers gun their engines or race down this intersection. 
It’s every day and sometimes so loud you can’t hear 
conversations if you’re outside. Maintain

485
 Take climate action! Implement necessary action plan Maintain

486

Oak Park Mall

This is a rarity - a mall in the US that is still in business.  
Keeping this and making it even more of a destination 
through public transportation would be a big win. Maintain
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487 Arboretum  Maintain
488 Blue River  Maintain
489 Historical Areas  Maintain

490
 

Preserve open space along Camp Branch, Wolf Creek, 
Blue River, Indian Creek corridors Maintain

491

Downtown OP

Do not add more mixed apartments and commercial 
spaces. There are constantly signs for available spaces. 
Continuing to add these developments changes the 
atmosphere of the area, taking away from the appeal. 
They also should not be as tall or as close to Maintain

492 Parks and trails Deanna Rose, sports facilities Maintain

493
Indian 
Creek/Tomahawk 
Creek/bike trails  Maintain

494 Parks and trails Deanna Rose, sports facilities Maintain
495 Deanna Rose  Maintain

496
Camp Branch 
Greenway  Maintain

497 Farmstead  Maintain
498 Arboretum  Maintain
499 Golf courses  Maintain
500 Stillwell Leave Stillwell alone - NO MORE ANNEXATIONS Maintain

501
Parks All parks and trails and green space (between housing) Maintain

502
Brookridge Golf Course Very few golf courses in area Maintain

503
Farmstead Wonderful place for kids - just wish it weren't so crowded Maintain

504 Trail system  Maintain

505
159th and quivira 
south green space Maintain

506
135th St and Antioch

Traffic situation is troubling and Planning seems to lack 
appreciation for its situation. Maintain

507
Blue Valley Field area More apartments, and more, and more Maintain

508 Historical Areas  Maintain

509
 Maintain older neighborhoods; preserve and rehabilitate Maintain
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510

Stonehedge

The street, drainage, lighting, etc. exceed the home 
association's ability to pay for these much needed 
improvements. These conditions weren't considered 
when the association was formed many decades ago. As 
owners, we pay our taxes and should be able to Maintain

511

Overland Park Farmers 
Market

I want the farmers market to keep its open air local 
authentic feel. I love the farmers market how it is now 
and making sure it’s a place of culture experience and 
personality is so important. Making downtown sterile 
and modern is like ripping out its Maintain

512 JCCC Campus  Maintain

513
Hwy 69

Do not increase lanes on 69, improve interchanges 
instead Maintain

514
Master Plan Don't allow zoning variances on a case by case basis Maintain

515
Schools (BV & SMSD)  Maintain

516  Pool system is a draw Maintain

517

Downtown OP

bars and restaurants
walkability 
shops
history Maintain

518  Residential sidewalks need more attention Maintain
519  Quality of housing and infrastructure in North OP Maintain

520

Northern Overland 
Park

Opportunity for city to create an incentive for 
homeowners to trim the larger oak trees (and other large 
trees) to raise the canopy. Many benefits - including 
reduced power line risk and healthier trees and lawns. 
The end results creates a better looking Maintain

521 Brookridge Leave it alone Maintain

522
JCCC

Collaborate with JCCC to maintain and expand area to be 
robust/vibrant Maintain

523
College Blvd Coridor

This should be corporate row, with office buildings and 
businesses that support office workers. Maintain

524 Farmer's Mark Keep it outdoors but covered. Love the location. Maintain
525 Green Space Maintain all existing green spaces and parks Maintain
526 Dinner theater  Maintain

527
 Maintain single family low density with smaller houses Maintain
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528

Nursery

I don’t want a large apartment complex here.  There is 
already too much traffic.  Small retail or patio homes or a 
mix would be better.  Nothing over 2 stories tall in 
keeping with the area. Maintain

529 Trails Corporate woods trail and Brookridge trail Maintain
530 Arboretum  Maintain
531 Downtown Downtown OP and farmer's market clock tower Maintain
532 Shields Park Soccer fields Maintain

533

Downtown OP

I love this walkable neighborhood, one of the best areas 
in all of KC--can be even more vibrant for night life, live 
music, connecting spaces, coffeehouses, etc. Maintain

534 Downtown OP Preserve and protect downtown Maintain
535 Arboretum need to preserve parks and amenities Maintain

536
Brookridge Golf Course Very few golf courses in area Maintain

537

Stonehedge HOA

Small HOA needs help with streets!!!!!!!!!!   We would 
love to deed to the city.  Would love help with 
government grants or any assistant to help maintain the 
area!! Maintain

538
DTOP

Maintaining the downtown vibe looking nice and keeping 
local feel - and not too high of buildings Maintain

539

South Overland Park

I would like to see the city maintain the mostly rural 
nature of this area.  Keep infrastructure improvements 
sized appropriately (i.e. 2-lane arterials, roundabout 
intersections).  Avoid investments that encourage 
additional sprawl to the south. Maintain

540 The Arboretum It’s a beautiful park that needs to be maintained. Maintain
541 Schools and library  Maintain
542 Deer Creek Area Apartments, again, and again...... Maintain

543

Brookridge

Maintain this beautiful space.  Many people are working 
from home so is new office space really needed here 
now?  SOOO many apartment buildings are going up all 
over OP.  Build more ranch style single family homes for 
the aging population.  Don't need mo Maintain

544 Farmstead  Maintain

545

Stonehenge 
Neighborhood

This is the neighborhood I live in and we would like the 
city to take ownership of the street as the roads are in 
very bad condition. We have very few units which means 
it costs a lot more per household to get our street 
repaved. We do not have the fundi Maintain
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546  Preserve affordability of housing in North OP Maintain
547 Green Space Maintain all existing green spaces and parks Maintain
548 Golf Course  Maintain

549
Deanna Rose 
Farmstead

This location has provided me and my family with so 
many fond memories. I grew up going here every week, 
and I want kids in the future to experience it too! Maintain

550 Corporate Woods Needs diversity in order to continue Maintain

551
Parks All parks and trails and green space (between housing) Maintain

552 Deanna Rose  Maintain
553 Arboretum Maintain prairie south at arboretum Maintain

554
Emergency Services

Maintain good emergency services (EMS, Fire, Police) city 
wide Maintain

555 Downtown I live close to here. Maintain
556 Downtown Maintain growth/authentic feel of downtown OP Maintain
557 Corporate Woods jobs, established Maintain
558 Green Space Maintain all existing green spaces and parks Maintain
559 Green Space Maintain all existing green spaces and parks Maintain

560
Deer Creek golf course

While the course may be history, the green space can be 
maintained via City purchase. There are NO city parks in 
this area Maintain

561 Arboretum Beautiful, peaceful, and calming Maintain
562 Corporate Woods Corporate woods and other aging office campuses Maintain

563
Turkey creek trail Trail has been unusable for several years due to erosion. Maintain

564 JCCC grow/develop as needed Maintain
565 Downtown We love downtown! Maintain
566 Downtown OP Unique and fun area Maintain
567 Indian Creek Bike trails Maintain
568 Shields Park Soccer fields Maintain
569 Golf courses Keep all the golf courses Maintain
570 Downtown OP  Maintain
571  We don't have to develop everything Maintain

572 New Apartments and 
small luxury homes

Apartments are bad, homes good. 135th street becoming 
unbearable with traffic Maintain

573 Deanna Rose try to add another venue like that Maintain

574
 

Preserve open space along Camp Branch, Wolf Creek, 
Blue River, Indian Creek corridors Maintain

575 Downtown Core area: history, scale, place, pet friendly Maintain
576 Historical Areas  Maintain
577 Parks Maintain pocket parks (all of them) Maintain
578 Trail System Indian Creek Trail, etc. Maintain
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ID Location Name Description Opportunity Type

579 Deanna  Maintain
580  Protect tree canopy Maintain

581 Downtown 
OPKS/Farmers market Put in trees and green space Maintain

582
75th & Metcalf

It is pretty desolate - old, run down homes; feels very 
unwelcoming Maintain

583 Community center  Maintain

584
Metcalf avenue 
between 75/87

Needs a turn lane on both sides
Maintain

585

Corbin Park

The area has many common areas for my friends and I. It 
has displayed strong connection with me personally and 
continues to maintain connection with my companions. I 
wish to maintain this relationship with this area 
especially as I move onto college and Maintain

586 Indian Creek Trail  Maintain
587  Good selection of public and private schools Maintain
588 Arboretum  Maintain

589
Matt Ross/Tomahawk  Maintain

590 Arboretum  Maintain

591

Historic OP - North 
neighborhoods

Specifically the neighborhoods. We need continued 
investment in ensuring these original/non HOA 
neighborhoods continue to see support. This is where 
many long time OP residents on fixed incomes live, or 
where many young families make their start (in smal Maintain

592  Community centers and social offerings Maintain

593

Southern expansion

OP should attempt to limit continued growth south and 
focus on in-fill and increasing residential and office 
density along major arterial corridors. Further expansion 
of the city could make sustainable maintenance of 
roadway and utility assets challengin Maintain

594
Brookridge Golf Course very few golf courses in area Maintain

595 Green Space Maintain all existing green spaces and parks Maintain
596 Arboretum  Maintain

597
Soccer Fields Great fields - we are lucky to have so many in the area. Maintain

598 arboretum  Maintain
599 Farmers market  Maintain
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600
Shawnee Mission 
Schools/Blue Valley 
Schools  Maintain
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